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COMPARISONS OF TEACHER CONTROL IDEOLOGY AND
STUDENT ATTITUDE IN ELEMENTARY CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Concerns of The Study
Two major concerns were the focus of this study.
The first was the investigation of the relationship that
could exist between teacher attitudes and student atti-

The second concern, that somewhat amplified the

tudes.

first, was that this investigation took place within the
rapidly-growing Christian school movement.
Purpose of the Study
This was basically an attitude study comparing
a measure of teacher attitude, pupil control ideology,
with measures of student attitudes toward teachers,
toward learning processes, toward language arts and
toward mathematics.

The teacher's pupil control ideology is measured

using the Pupil Control Ideology Form

(P.C.I.

Form)

developed by Donald Willower (1967) in the Penn State
Studies.

Pupil control ideology is a measure of teacher

attitudes toward classroom control ranging from "custodial"

to "humanistic."

The Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys, were developed by Arlin and Hills (1974) as part of the North
Carolina Advance School Project.

The instrument has four

parts and measures student attitudes toward two components
of classroom environment; attitude toward the teacher and
toward learning processes, and two measures of student
attitude toward the elementary curriculum; attitude toward
language arts and mathematics.

Setting for The Study
The setting for this research study was Protestant
Christian schools, specifically elementary Christian
schools; grades fourth, fifth and sixth.
It is fitting that the first major study under-

taken within Christian schools and across several Christian school associations was an attitude study.

A study

comparing the attitudes of teachers with the attitudes of
students is appropriate within this setting because of the
philosophical or value differences present within these
schools and between the Christian schools and the public
schools.

In fact, the basis for the existence of these

schools, their recent popularity and rapid growth, is due
primarily to this focus on "differences" in educational
philosophy or values.

Therefore, this study looked not only at the possible relationship between teacher attitude and student
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attitudes, but also investigated this possible relationship
in a setting as rich in value or attitude difference as may
exist in any educational arena today - the American
Christian Elementary Schools.
Historic Background for the Study
Cubberly (1947) in his classic Public Education in
the United States, set the stage for the historic
background to Christian values in American education.
He states, "the first schools in America were clearly
the fruits of the Protestant revolts in Europe.

The

reformers everywhere had insisted upon the necessity of
a knowledge of the Gospels as a means to personal salvation."

Cubberly (1947) explains that practically all of
the early settlers of America came from among those
people and from those lands which had embraced some form
of the Protestant faith, and most of them came to
America to enjoy a religious freedom impossible in the
countries they left behind.

They were a mixed lot,

including the French Huguenots, who settled along the
Carolina coast, the Calvinistic Dutch and Walloons, who
settled in and about New Amsterdam, the Scotch and ScotchIrish Presbyterians, who settled in New Jersey, and later
scattered along the Allegheny Mountain ridges into all the
Southern colonies, the English Quakers in Philadelphia,
a few English Baptists and Methodists in Eastern
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Pennsylvania, the Swedish Lutherans along the Delaware, the
German Lutherans, Morovians, Mennonites, Dunkers and
Reformed Church Germans who settled in large numbers in the
mountain valleys of Pennsylvania, and the Calvinistic dissenters, known as Puritans, from the English National
Church, who settled the New England colonies and who, more
than any others, gave direction to the future development
of education in our American states.

"With practically all

these early religious groups, the education of the young
for membership in the church and the perpetuation of a
learned ministry for the congregations, immediately elicited serious attention" (Cubberly 1947).
The first effort at education by the colonists, a
system of voluntary schools supported by the churches,
was not successful.

Many parents and masters of appren-

tices apparently neglected their educational duties.

Ac-

cordingly, the leaders of the Puritan Church appealed to
what was then their servant, the State, as represented in
the colonial legislature, to assist them in compelling

parents and masters to observe their obligations.
The result was the famous Massachusetts Law of
1642, which directed the officials of each town to determine, from time to time, if parents and masters were
being trained "in learning and labor and other employment

profitable to the Commonwealth", and if the children were
being taught "to read and understand the principles of
religion and the capital laws of the country."

This 1642
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law is remarkable in that, for the first time in the
English speaking world, a legislative body, representing
the state, ordered that all children should be taught to
read.

This was a distinctively Calvanistic contribution

to our New World life with great future significance.
The 1642 law, however, did not establish schools,
nor did it direct the employment of schoolmasters.

The

responsibility for education was still left with the
home.

This was unsatisfactory to the colonists.

Five

years later, the colonial legislature enacted the famous
law of 1647.

After recounting in a preamble that it had

in the past been "one chief point of that old deluder,
Satan, to keep men from a knowledge of the Scrip-

tures.by keeping them in an unknown tongue", so now
"by persuading from the use of tongues,"....learning was
in danger of "being buried in the grave of our fathers
in church and commonwealth."

The law became known as

the Old Deluder Satan Law of 1647.
The State, acting again as the servant of the
church, enacted a law for which there were no English
precedents.

Not only was a school system established,

elementary for all towns and children and secondary for
the youths in larger towns, but for the first time among
English speaking people, there was the assertion of the
right of the State to require communities to establish and
maintain schools, under penalty of a fine if they refused
to do so.
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According to Cubberly (1947), those two colonial
laws of 1642 and 1647 represent not only new educational
ideas in the English speaking world, but they, together
with the laws of 1634 and 1638 providing for the equalized
and compulsory taxation of all for all town charges, also
"represent the very foundation stones upon which our
American public school system has been constructed."

And

yet, certainly contrary to the intent of the founding
fathers, they were laying foundation for the abandonment of
the "values" of Christian education they believed were
established.

Blanshard (1963), writing in Religion and the
Schools: the Great Controversy, provides an outline for
the series of events contributing to the decline of
Christian education in America.

Blanshard divides the

time from the colonial period to the present into four
periods.

In the first or colonial stage, before the Revolution, most American colonies had established the only
schools in evidence - there were few - and these were
Protestant schools.

Then came the period from the Revo-

lution to about 1840 when churches were gradually disestablished and when American Protestantism, rather
reluctantly, accepted the idea of the public school as
the common training ground for the children of all
faiths.

"Protestantism was then so strong in the United

States that many Protestant features remained on the
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periphery of the public school system without much
opposition, giving American common-school education a
distinctively Protestant flavor" (Blanshard 1963).
Then came the period after 1840, which stretched
on for a century to 1940.

Large numbers of Catholic

emigrants and some Jewish emigrants came to the Eastern
and Midwestern cities.

These people and their American-

ized children soon began to challenge Protestant features in public education.

Catholic leaders, claiming

that they would not get fair treatment in public
schools, demanded public money for their own elementary
system, as did a few of the Jewish emigrants.

During

the course of this hundred year span, the whole position
of American Protestantism and American Catholicism
underwent a striking reversal.

The Roman Catholic church

grew from the smallest to the largest church in the United
States.

The present period of religious and educational
development, which began in approximately 1940, has been
defined as a post-Protestant era.

During this time,

there was a tremendous increase in Catholic political
power, largely due to the increase in the Catholic
population, and an increasingly insistent demand for
government support of Catholic schools.

Jewish church

leaders did not demonstrate such extreme interest in
establishing private schools.

Simultaneously, there

was a great increase in American Protestantism, but until
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recently, there was no serious attempt to develop Protestant school systems.

However, if these two large political

forces should join together at a time when there is general
dissatisfaction with the cost and quality of public education, we could see an educational revolution.
Contemporary Background to the Study
Three main issues emerge as important for the contemporary background of this study.

The most important,

because of its relationship to the other two, is the
philosophical distinction of the Christian schools.

The

others are the growth of these schools and the claims of
the Christian schools to provide a better quality of
education.

Philosophical Differences of Christian Schools
Much of the current interest in Christian schools
is due to the philosophical or value differences claimed
by the advocates of the Christian school movement.

The

emphasis of returning to the basic educational philosophies that were present in early American education,
with a new focus on "basic education", discipline and
moral values, combined with what is termed the general
failure of public education, has found support from
large groups of conservative Americans.

George Santayana, in his essay from Life of Reason
I, wrote that if we fail to learn from the past, we are
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condemned to repeat it.

This may be especially true,

as a diverse, yet cohesive, conservative force gains
momentum.

The move "back to basics" or to find our

"roots" is causing more and more Americans to look again
at those "ideals" or "purposes" for education envisioned
by the colonial educational pioneers who believed so
completely in establishing a system of education on the
absolutes provided by their faith in God and in the
The contemporary Christian school advocates

Bible.

cry out as echoes of the past.
Writers in many current periodicals from professional journals such as the NSSP Bulletin (1982), Principal (1982), Public Interest (1981), Learning (1982),
American Education (1982) or Humanist (1982) to the news
magazines such as Time (1981) and Newsweek (1981),
chronicle the debate over educational philosophy now raging
across the nation.

A brief look at these philosophical differences which
are the subject of such long term interest in American
education is appropriate.

Much of the stated philosophy of

public education is "child centered" or "curriculum centered."

In other words, the public schools focus on "know-

ledge" and the students' "need to know."

Few, even in

public schools, can agree on just what "knowledge" a student actually needs to learn.

By contrast, there is one

area of common ground for the advocates of Christian
schools, across many denominations or faiths, including
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the Catholic schools.

This common ground is the Bible and

the moral principles advocated in the Bible.
Hill and John (1978) in Your Children:

The Vic-

tims of Public Education, provide a brief Christian
philosophy of education accepted by most Christian
schools. The authors claim that the Christian school movement of today is an effort by sincere Christians to provide
an education based on the belief that a pupil is created in
God's image and set apart for God's purposes.
The focus of a Christian philosophy of education
is not only on a curriculum consistent with the Bible
or on the belief that a student is a special creation of
God, but on the role of the teacher as God's tool.

Paul

Kienel, the Director of the Association of Christian
Schools International, provides this statement of philosophy in his book The Christian School:
Is there really a "Christian View" of
science, literature and history? Aren't the
facts of science, literature and history the
same, no matter where they are taught? Yes,
the facts are the same. If it's mathematics,
It it's history, it's hisit's mathematics.
It is the interpretation of the facts
tory.

that makes the differencethe secular vs.
Christian school issue is really a question of
whether a child will learn to view life from
From
man's perspective or God's perspective.
man's viewpoint, history is purposeless; from
God's viewpoint, history has meaning. From
man's viewpoint, science is the laws of nature
at work; from God's viewpoint, science is the
outworking of His laws. In science, Christian
teachers refer to the Creator of the Creation.
In literature, Christian teachers evaluate
In
man's writings by Biblical standards.
music and art, Christian teachers uphold a
wholesome expression consistent with the
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In health and hygiene, Christian
teachers point out that man is God's creation,
"fearfully and wonderfully made".
In social
studies, Christian teachers help students
understand God's view of the world cultures,
government and problems. Of course, this means
that the Biblical viewpoint permeates every
subject of knowledge. A Christian school
requires a scriptural point of view for the
entire curriculum (Kienel 1974).
Scriptures.

Byrne (1977), in A Christian Approach to Education,
provides a simple model comparison of the Christian
philosophy with the secular views generally accepted by
the public schools.

(See Illustration 1.1.)

The differ-

ences are based on the specific philosophy adopted as
central or foundational to one's world view.

The two

secular world views, according to Byrne, place man at the
center as in the humanistic view or nature and the natural
scene at the center as in the naturalistic view.
The heart of naturalism is the emphasis placed on
nature as ultimate reality.

Nature and the natural sci-

ences would be expected at the center of any definition
of education propounded by this belief.

Man is seen as a

by-product of nature and God stands on the periphery of the
hierarchy of educational values.

The philosophies of real-

ism and pragmatism are closely related to naturalism.
Closely allied to the position of naturalism is that
of humanism.

Human values are central to this view.

Hu-

manistic or holistic psychology become the foundation for a
humanistic educational philosophy.

Value clarification

and other teachings which allow students to choose the
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Illustration 1.1

MODELS PHILOSOPHICALLY COMPARING
PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND CHRISTIAN SCHOOLS

MODELS OF TWO SECULAR WORLD VIEWS
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absolutes or ultimate truths upon which to base their world
view are taught.

As closely related as humanistic prin-

ciples of education seem to be to accepted Christian teachings, they are opposed to a Christian world view.

Byrne

states that Christian education demands distinctive treatment which he outlines in four points.
First, education for the Christian is an outgrowth
of God's revelation.

It is the process by which man comes

to a knowledge of salvation as God has made known in creation and revelation.
God.

The heart of this view is the triune

Therefore, philosophy, theology and ethics should be

expected at the center of any Christian theistic definition of education.

Second, education is an outgrowth of the Christian
world view.

The Christian believes that God has revealed

Himself through a process of revelation both natural and
written.

This revelation is inherently subject to logical

development and analysis.
only "source" of truth.

Furthermore, revelation is the
Therefore, establishing working

principles and patterns by which life processes can be
be directed, is possible.

This is called a world view.

Since a world view is all-inclusive, education must be a
part of it.

Third, to the Christian, education should be a wellbalanced function.

Social pressure as well as philosophi-

cal concepts influence education.

The complexity of modern

life forces one to think of the interests of both society
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and the individual.

Fourth, education for the Christian includes both the
individual and society.

It is comprehensive both as to its

setting and to its application.

With regard to its set-

ting, comprehensiveness includes the development of the
whole man, physically, mentally, spiritually, socially and
culturally.

With regard to its application, education is

concerned with both instruction and training.
is primarily mental in character.
use of that knowledge.

Instruction

Training refers to the

Byrne's conclusions, then, are very

much like those statements of educational purpose from
colonial America.

He states, "Christian education means

the kind of instruction and training which leads one to a
knowledge of the scriptures and of Jesus Christ as Saviour
and Lord and to living a holy life" (Byrne 1977).
Wynn, DeYoung and Wynn, in American Education, state,
"It is futile to debate many issues in education until the
question of purpose is resolved."

The text focuses on the

critical question of purposes by listing the major educational philosophies of our time.

These writers include

the philosophies of progressive existentialism, reconstructionism, life-adjustment education, personal psychological development, and supernaturalism.

We can be cer-

tain that all education is based on a philosophy, possibly
changing from time to time, and irrespective of any formal
statement.

Consensus in the public sector in support of a

statement of purpose or philosophy of education,

is seldom
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achieved.

Therefore, when a group of Christian school

advocates speak out with clarity and force, many parents
turn willing ears to what appear to be concrete answers.
Certainly these value differences are at least a part of
the reason for the rapid growth in Christian schools.
Growth of Christian Schools
To obtain accurate information as to the current size
or growth rate of the Christian school movement is difficult, if not impossible.

This is due primarily to the lack

of cohesiveness that is present within that movement.
There are dozens of organizations, some of which refuse to
As a

provide enrollment or even membership information.

result, statistical information on the Christian school
movement over all is, at best, only an estimate.

There

are, no doubt, many schools operating out of homes or
churches that are not being counted.

Time (June 8,

1981)

states, "some proponents claim that Christian schools are
being born at the rate of three per day."

Estimates,

according to Time claim that the total enrollment has risen
since 1971 from about 140,000 to 450,000 and this for only
the category Time calls the "fundamentalist Christian
schools".

Newsweek (April 20, 1981), also claims that

"private schools are booming - drawing the brightest pupils
from the public schools beset with problems."

Newsweek

calls it "The Bright Flight." A recent poll reported in
this same issue of Newsweek found that 11% of the parents
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surveyed had children enrolled in parochial schools with
6% in some other form of private school.

However, 54%

said they had considered a private or parochial school.
The survey revealed that 34% favor a tax credit or voucher

system, and 39% would consider sending their children to a
private or Christian school if a voucher or tax credit plan
were enacted.

Three companies publish solely for the Christian
schools.

The largest of these is A Beka Book Publishing

Company of Pensacola, Florida, which supplies more than
10,000 schools with curriculum materials.

Bob Jones Uni-

versity Press of Greenville, South Carolina, also produces

a full line of hardback textbooks to Christian schools.
The Accelerated Christian Education Association and similar organizations also publish material.
Accelerated Christian Education (A.C.E.)

counts 4200

schools in its membership and claims growth at the rate of
three schools daily.

The Christian schools may agree on

philosophy, but seldom on methods of teaching.

Bruce

Lockerbie of the Stony Brook School in Stony Brook, Long
Island, is a respected spokesman for Christian schools.
Lockerbie (1982), speaking of these A.C.E. schools states:
We've yet to see whether or not A.C.E.
can, in fact produce educated people. I would
gather from everything I know about it, and
I've seen some of it firsthand, that the exchange of ideas is almost altogether lacking,
that the necessity of articulating what it is
you think you've been taught, or re-expressing
it in your own language, of having someone
else say, "I disagree with you," of the whole
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nature of discourse as we've understood it in
our civilization has been eliminated by this
method, which also, in fact, eliminates the
I will predict that it is an unmititeacher.
gated disaster and that people who emerge from
it will be trained but not educated.
The A.C.E. type of Christian school is responsible
for much of the growth in the number of Christian schools.
Many are small enough for one teacher to cover all twelve
grades.

Education Week (March 30, 1983) provides some of
the best statistical data available at present (tables 1.1
and 1.2).

Sparling (1981) in Today's Education provides

yet another estimate, claiming that of the nation's 19,666
private schools, 9849 are Catholic, 5870 are Protestant and
3,944 have no religous affiliation.

Christian schools are

much more numerous than most public educators ever expected they would become.

Certainly they are continuing to

increase both in number and enrollment.

Many observers

believe what we have seen would be insignificant to the
growth that would occur if some form of voucher system or
tax credits were put in place at a state or national level.
A number of proposals for a voucher system or some
other government support of private schools go before
legislators on a national or state level each year.

In

fact, in 1978, a tax credit plan passed the United States
House of Representatives but not the Senate.

Now, however,

with support from Catholic and Protestant sectors alike
and with political support across party lines, the future
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Table 1.1
PUBLIC EDUCATION Ti RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION

1965-66 and 1978-79
1965-66

Schools
13,484
1,457
1,149

Pupils

1978-79
Schools Pupils
3,269,800
9,849
217,400
1,485
148,200
1,106
204,1CC
858
406
101,800
314
76,500
11,200
60
12,800
60
14,600
50
281,200
1,531

612

5,481,300
188,500
62,600
25,200
52,600
48,600
5,600
4,800
10,600
83,700

Total Church Related
Not Church Related

17,577
2,369

5,963,500
341,300

15,719
3,947

4,337,600
746,700

Total Private

19,946

6,304,800

19,666

5,084,300

Roman Catholic
Lutheran
7th Day Adventist
Baptist
Jewish
Episcopal
Methodist
Presbyterian
Friends
Other Church Related

Table

145
272
320
46
36
56

1.2

CHRISTIAN AND PRIVATE SCHOOL
ENROLLMENT BY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS
1981-1982

Pupils

Schools

Pupils

9,494
828
1,537
1,728
1,048
368
1,558
68

3,094,000
326,165
191,182
320,950
155,000
71,235
73,596
15,675

9,432
842
1,603
1,933
1,105

3,027,000
336,346
197,061
337,554
166,734

16,629

4,247,823

Schools

Roman Catholic
Nat'l Asscn. Ind. Sch.
Lutheran
Assc. Ch. Sch. Inter.
Am. Assc. Chr. Sch.
Ch. Sch. Intn.
7th Day Adventist
Friends
Totals

Source:

Education Week, March 30, 1983

1,579

72443

50

70,,484

69

15,955

16,913

4,223,607
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looks bright for private schools, including those in the
Christian school movement.

Groups such as the National

Coalition for Public Education continue to exert pressure
against such legislation, while the public schools overall
continue to be the focus of attack in the press based on
both academic and fiscal accountability.

Since the future

of the Christian school movement appears promising, however, it certainly provides an appropriate setting for this
research study.

Comparative Educational Performance
Another important reason given by the Christian
school leadership for the new interest in Christian schools
is the better record of educational accountability.

The

Christian schools not only claim a program that emphasizes
"basic education needed for life-long learning" in an environment of Christian moral values and firm discipline,
but also claim to do it better than the public schools.
James Coleman (1982), together with Kilgore and
Hoffer in their study of "Public and Private Schools",
provide some empirical data on the question of comparative
performance between public and private schools.

This study

found that achievement is somewhat higher in both sophomore
and senior years in Christian schools than it is in public
schools.

Also, achievement in the high performance private

schools, including the Christian Schools, is considerably
higher than in the high performance public schools.

They
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conclude that "the evidence is that private schools do
produce better cognitive outcomes than public schools."
Even when family background factors which predict achievement are controlled, students in Christian schools are
shown to achieve at a higher level than students in the
public schools.

The Coleman study found there are at least two
important ways in which all private schools, including
Christian schools, produce higher achievement outcomes
than public schools.

Given the same type of student

(i.e., with background standardized), private schools
create higher rates of engagement in academic activities,
school attendance is better, students do more homework, and
generally take more rigorous subjects such as advanced
mathematics.

The first two of these factors provide mod-

estly greater achievement in all private schools.

More

extensive academic demands are made in all private schools,
leading to more advanced courses and thus to greater academic achievement.
The environment of the Christian and other private
schools appears responsible for better performance by students enrolled in such schools.

Coleman found that student

behavior in a school has a strong and constant affect on
student achievement.

The Coleman study concluded that the

disciplinary climate of a school, including its control
ideology and other climate factors such as teacher interest in student growth affect achievement and other indica-
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tors of student success.

A recent study by Andrew Greeley (Newsweek April 20,
1981) concludes that the parochial and Christian school
newcomers get their money's worth.

All students succeed

better academically and have fewer discipline problems
when enrolled in Christian schools.
Significance of the Study
This study has significance from four important
perspectives.

These are 1) the topic selected, a compari-

son of teacher attitude with student attitude, 2) the
Christian elementary school as the setting for the study,
3) significance based on theoretical grounds and 4) the
current level of interest in educational attitude research.

Significance of the Setting
The study was conducted using a sample of elementary
Christian schools in the United States and is the first
attitude study conducted across several Christian school
associations.

The study is extensive, with 1074 student

attitudes surveys returned and 834 teachers completing
the Pupil Control Ideology Form.
The current scope of the Christian school movement
in size and growth rates also indicates a need to turn
educational research attention to this contemporary
phenomenon.

The fact that this growth is due, at least
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in part, to value and philosophical distinctions within
these schools and between the Christian schools and the
public schools is also reason for at least a beginning
effort to gain some understanding of the values or attitudes present and operational within the Christian school
movement.

Significance of the Topic

The topic of this study is the possible relationship
of a teacher's pupil control ideology to student attitude
toward teachers, learning processes, mathematics and
language arts.

The research reviewed in Chapter II of

this study provides evidence that attitudes are very important educational variables which we may understand least of
all.

The question of a possible relationship between

teacher attitudes and student attitudes certainly has educational

significance.

Moreover, by conducting this

investigation of the possible teacher-pupil attitude correlation within a group of schools claiming to be "different"
and "better" because of their value position, this study
becomes even more relevent.
Christian schools claim superior performance both
academically and in terms of student discipline and other
school climate factors, with evidence to support this
claim.

Yet, education that includes the total teaching-

learning process or the teaching and learning in all educational domains, is more than academic achievement in a
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controlled environment.

Real education must include

accountability for learning in the affective and psychomotor domains as well as demonstrated performance in the
cognitive learning domain.

To support claims to purely

academic success in only one domain is rather easy.

It is

much more difficult to prove long-term learning gains concomitantly in the affective domain as well. The topic of
this study has significance because it is the first to
focus on attitudes of both teachers and students in this
setting.

This study's topic also is significant simply

because it investigates a possible relationship directly
between teacher attitudes and student attitudes that may,
if fact, exist in any educational setting.
Theoretical Significance
The literature reviewed in Chapter II provides a
theoretical significance for this study.

It includes not

only the foundations laid by attitude theory in general,
but also several that are more specific to this research
project.

These include the theory of collateral or con-

comitant learning, studies of learning anxiety, and studies
of the attitude behavior relationship such as the one by
Fishbein (1967). The concepts of "teacher expectation" and
of the "self as instrument" are significant in a comparison
of teacher attitudes with student attitudes.
The theory of concomitant learning presents a basic
assumption that learning does not take place in only the
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cognitive dimension.

This theory asserts that one may

learn to write or recite Bible verses from memory while at
the same time learn to dislike the Bible.

It makes room

for the possibility that a student may learn both the
cognitive knowledge and psychomotor skills such as shooting
a basketball while also learning to hate not only basketball but all sports.

While a student learns a knowledge or

a skill, he may also be learning "attitudes" based on the
same learning experience that produced "achievement" in
those domains more easily measured.

Attitudes may be

learned toward a subject that not only will affect present achievement, but also attitudes toward future learning or desire for continued study of that subject.
Closely related to the theory of concomitant learning are studies on anxiety such as the Tobias (1978) study
of math anxiety.

The concept of test anxiety may also be

based on learned attitudes taught collaterally.
Considerable evidence is provided in Chapter II for
the existence of the attitude-behavior relationship.

In

fact, almost all educational attitude research claims
this relationship as a basic assumption.

The most recent

research of Fishbein (1967) and others provides a new model
of the relationship that also allows for intervening variables between attitude and behavior.

A few studies such as

the Florida Studies in the Helping Professions by Combs
(1969) also provide evidence for the "attitude to attitude"
relationship hypothesized for this research study.
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Various intervening variables exist, no doubt, between

measures of teacher attitude and measures of

student attitude.

These intervening variables may be the

same as those termed "educational climate" factors.

Many

of these variables are difficult, if not impossible, to
measure or, in some cases, even to control.

However, if a

teacher's attitude can, in fact, predict student attitudes
directly, then it may not be important to identify or
control these intervening variables at all.
A model of the possible relationship of these intervening variables on climate factors present in the
teaching-learning process is presented as Illustration 1.2.
This is a simple in-put out-put model with both in-put and
out-put identified as school goals.

The goals of instruc-

tion that, in fact, determine the teaching-learning process
also become the criterion by which learning outcomes are
evaluated.

The model shows the purpose of the school to

be facilitated from teacher to student by a rather large
number of climate factors.

The interpersonal encounter

that is the teaching-learning process at work, functions
through these climate factors from teacher to student.

Certainly, the process of instruction is far more complex
than Dewey's concept of the teacher on one end of a log
and the student on the other end.
The review of the literature in Chapter II also
provides evidence that teacher attitude, including pupil
control ideology, is related to educational climate

Climate Factors in the Teaching - Learning Process
1
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Motivation

Helping Relationships
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factors. A list of examples is included in the model in
Illustration 1.2.

That student attitudes are related

to many of these same intervening variables or climate
factors is also established in the literature of educational attitude research.

It seems logical to hypo-

thesize the possible direct relationship between teacher
attitude and student attitudes without the need to specifically identify or control these intervening variables.
This is the basis for the hypothesis tested in this research study.

Current Interest in Attitude Research
The interest in attitude as a significant component
of educational research continues to increase.

The phrase

teacher attitude as a computer search identifier produced
in excess of 15,000 citations of professional studies in
educational literature.

Of these, 181 studies specifically

referred to pupil control ideology as the specific teacher
attitude measured.

Student attitude, as an identifying term, produced
over 12,000 additional citations with only a very few
duplications.

When these citations were cross-referenced

with "elementary school" a reasonable review of the literature of attitude studies in education became feasible.
In summary, this study has significance because
of the extensive current interest in attitude studies in
education, because of the possible relationship of teacher
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attitude directly with student attitudes and because of
the possible insight into an expanding field of educational concern, the growing Christian school movement.
Statement of the Problem

A formal statement of the question which the
research study will address is:

Does a relationship exist between teacher attitude,
specifically the teacher's pupil control ideology and the
student's attitude toward teachers, learning processes,
language arts and mathematics within elementary Christian
schools?

Definition of Terms

Only two terms used in this study require specific
definition.

These are attitude and pupil control

ideology.

An attitude is a belief toward a referent that has
strength, is a predisposition for behavior or value
changes and is normally consistent over time.

Since atti-

tude is a component of the "affective domain", and is, by
definition, "subjective" or "internalized", any definition
may be somewhat incomplete.

This definition is the one

most acceptable for purposes of this study.

A more com-

plete discussion of the concept of "attitude" follows in
Chapter II of this study.
The second term, important conceptually to this
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research project, is pupil control ideology. The concept of
control ideology was used first by Gilbert (1957) in studies of hospital mental patients.

Gilbert conceptualized a

continuum of control ideology ranging from custodialism at
one extreme to humanism at the other.

Willower and others

(1963) applied the concept to education in the development
of the Pupil Control Ideology Form (1967).

In adapting a

Gilbert and Levinson typology to public schools, Willower
developed prototypes of custodial and humanistic pupil
control. Then, using these prototypes as both ends of a
teacher's pupil control ideology continuum, the Pupil Control Ideology Form was developed, using a Likert type
format.

Willower's continuum of pupil control ideology allows
the rigidly traditional school to serve as a model for the
custodial orientation and that school regarded as an
educational community where members learn through interaction and experience to serve as a model for the humanistic orientation.

A more complete discussion of pupil

control ideology is presented in Chapter III of this study.
Limitations to the Study
Any honest research must admit limitations.

Some

of these are the more or less standard limitation to any
ex-post-facto research design.

These include the limi-

tations of not being able to randomly assign subjects to
groups or to provide a control group as is the case in an
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experimental design.

Also, there are limitations of not

being able to provide the experimental treatment in a
controlled manner or to provide for controls of extraneous or intervening variables as can be done in true experimental studies.

The problem of the collection of data

that involves large time frames or considerable distance becomes a limitation in field-based research.

The

necessity to use rather large samples, often over large
geographical areas, needed

to meet basic assumptions for

statististical treatment causes problems for data colection.

Some of these rather standard limitations for

ex-post-facto research have been overcome in the statistical treatments used for hypothesis testing in studies of
this type.

Several limitations specific to this research project
should be acknowledged.

The most important of these is the

tendency of some Christian schools to act almost as "secret
societies."

A few of the schools reacted to the request to

participate as a probe into the "value orientations" and
attitude assumptions under which they operate.

Some of the

letters of refusal were very forceful, making it appear
that the request to conduct research of this type in their
school was, at best, unprofessional and at worst, sinful.
To some Christian school administrators, the idea that
students should evaluate teachers seemed nothing short of
heresy.

The result of this rather closed-minded attitude

on the part of some schools while a limitation to the
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study, emphasized the need to gain a better understanding
of the operant values in Christian schools.
The refusal of almost half of the schools selected
resulted in a smaller sample than was originally proposed.

Yet, because of the rather large original sample

size, the number of schools actually included in the study
provided an adequate sample size to offset this limitation,
for purposes of this research.

The refusal of schools in

both high and low PCI groups did constitute a "self selection" process that provided some contamination to the
research and must be acknowledged as a limitation.
Other limitations are less important and are
concerned with distance restrictions in the data gathering
procedures.

In a national study where travel to each

school by the researcher was not possible, this could not
be avoided.

The use of pre-recorded instructions for the

student measures was an attempt to overcome the limitation.
The limitations of using "self reporting" data gathering
instruments, as in the case with all attitude studies, must
also be acknowledged.
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Chapter II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

History of Attitude Research
As Gordon Allport pointed out some forty years ago,
"Attitude is the most distinctive concept in contemporary
American social psychology.

No other term appears more

frequently in experimental and theoretical literature"
(Allport 1935).

were in 1935.

Allport's words are as true today as they
The importance of the concept of attitude

and measurement remains unchallenged and is increasing as
the computer allows more sophisticated multivariate forms
of research analysis.

Nevertheless, conceptions of atti-

tude have undergone many changes since the establishment
of social psychology as a separate descriptive within
psychology.

Throughout the first third of this century, the
study of attitudes was pursued in many fields with little
communication or agreement about its properties and boundaries.

Students in the fields of experimental psychology,

psychoanalysis, and sociology had investigated such
expressions of attitude as set, prejudice, and suggestion.
Allport's historic chapter appearing in The Murchinson
Handbook distinguished attitude from other psychological
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concepts, and unquestionably established its study as a
speciality of social psychology.

The two decades between 1930 and 1950 were marked
by extensive empirical and theoretical study of attitude
formation and change.

Research methodology began in the

late 1940's and early 1950's to turn to the experimental
laboratory for hypothesis testing.

Hovland (1951) be-

lieved that a phenomenon was never fully understood until
it could be produced through a change in conditions.

This

emphasis placed requirements on development of attitude
theories which earlier empirical procedures did not reThurston (1931), Likert (1932) and Guttman (1950)

quire.

provided a rational methodology for the measurement of
attitudinal affect.

The development of attitude theory has been a major
occupation of social psychologists since 1950.

According

to Ostrom (1968), at least thirty-four contributions to
this development have been formulated in recent years.
Of these numerous developments, two major formulations have
emerged, learning-behavior theory and cognitive-integration
theory.

The former draws upon principles resulting from

the study of human and animal learning, while cognitive
theories are based on analysis of the individual's representation of his world.

It is important to note that as one reviews the history of attitude study, the term "attitude theory" has not
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been used until recently.

The Handbook of Social Psych-

ology (Lindsey, 1954), includes sections on reinforcement, cognitive, psychoanalyic, field, and role theories,
but it does not include a specific chapter on theory of
attitude.

Other recent texts, such as Theories of

Social Psychology (Deutsch and Krauss, 1965), or two
otherwise comprehensive literature reviews (McGuire, 1966,
and Moscobvice, 1963), do not include a separate discussion
of attitude theory.

Not until Fishbein's Belief, Atti-

tude, Intention and Behavior (1967) is the concept finally addressed.

Definition and Conceptual Framework
Definition of Attitude

Before any theoretical constructs can be discussed
or before any consideration of Thurston's statement that
"attitude can be measured" is appropriate, a definition
must be provided for the term "attitude."

Any review of

the literature points to the fact that an operational
definition must be eclectic.

Considering that attitude is

probably the "most distinctive and indispensible concept in
contemporary American social psychology" (Allport, 1968),
it is disturbing to note that there is little consensus
among the experts in the field.
The solution, as McGuire (1969) has pointed out, is
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operational.

Most investigators select a particular

measurement procedure that seems to fit the purpose of
their studies and operationally define the meaning of "attitude."

Support for this argument is gained by reviewing

the different measures of attitudes that have been presented in the literature.

In a review of research pub-

lished between 1968 and 1970, Fishbein and Ajzen (1972)

found more than 500 different operations designed to measure attitude.

Although the meaning of a concept such as attitudes
emerges only within the framework of a general theory, an
explicit conceptual definition of attitude is important in
the context of this study.

Attitude is defined in this

study as having the following elements:

An attitude is a form of a belief - a
1.
belief with a referrent. Therefore, attitudes have referrents; they relate to objects,
people, ideas and so forth.
They are not part
Attitudes are learned.
2.
of the psysiological system, nor are they
In fact, they are learned through
inherited.
experience, real or imagined. They are
gained in interaction with other people at
home, school, by social example, admonitions,
advice and perceptions of truth.
Attitudes have readiness or predispositions to respond in a given way to a given
object, tangible or intangible.
3.

Attitudes are affective. The feeling and
affective components of the attitude are seen
as the person's preference plus or minus.
4.

Attitudes vary in intensity. The degree
of intensity of an attitude toward an object
or concept may not be sufficiently strong to
result in behavior.
5.
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Attitudes have a time dimension. They
may be suited to one time better than
another.
6.

Attitudes have a duration factor. They
may persist consistently over a rather long
time in a person's life.
7.

They are part of
Attitudes are complex.
8.
a larger perceptual and cognitive context of
They result from beliefs or
the individual.
values that comprise a person's world and
life view.
Attitudes are evaluations. They may be
evaluations of liking, but also of the
probability of future events or consequences.
9.

They are
Attitudes are inferred.
10.
inferred from behavior which may or may not
be a perfect indicator, yet, they are
measurable.
Although this ten-point definition is complete and
meets the conceptual assumptions needed for this study, a
more concise definition is also useful.

An attitude is a

belief toward a referent that has strength, is a predisposition for behavior or value changes, and is normally
consistent over time (Allport,

1935).

A Conceptual Framework
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) provide a conceptual
framework that permits a systematic, theoretical analysis
for the practical applications of attitude research.

They

make a distinction between beliefs, attitudes, intentions
and behaviors and the relationship between these variables.
Beliefs are the fundamental building blocks in our conceptual structure.

The totality of a person's beliefs serves
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as the information base that ultimately determines his
attitudes, intentions and behaviors.

Specifically, a per-

son's attitude toward an object is based on his salient
beliefs about that object.

Fishbein (1975) adds the compo-

nent of intentions, not previously included by others.

By

adding the concept of "intention" between the attitude and
the resultant behavior or value change, Fishbein identifies a kind of intervening variable between the attitude

as a predisposition toward behavior and the final behavior.

In other words, Fishbein sees intention as a better

predictor of behavior than simply a self-reported attitude.

Fishbein and Ajzen provide the following summary
statement:

An attitude can be described as a
learned predisposition to respond in a consistently favorable or unfavorable manner with
It should be clear
respect to a given object.
that since a person's attitude is assumed to
be related to the total effect associated with
his beliefs, intentions and behaviors, we
define response consistency in terms of overall evaluative consistency. Thus, attitude is
viewed as a general predisposition that does
not predispose the person to perform any
specific behavior. Once established, an
attitude may influence the formation of new
beliefs or the performance of any particular
behavior may lead to new beliefs about the
object, which may, in turn influence the attitude (Fishbein & Ajzen 1975).
Applied Attitude Theory
Even with a definition of attitude and a conceptualization of attitude in regard to other related vari-
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ables, our most important concern still remains.

How can

this knowledge be applied to practical educational reSomeone has said that attitudes are like fast

search?

rabbits - easy to see but hard to catch.

Perhaps the

words of a great teacher, according to Saint John, might
apply.

"The wind blows wherever it pleases.

You hear

its sound, but cannot tell where it comes from or where it
is going"

(John 3:8, NIV Bible, 1978).

Attitudes are

ever present, powerful motivators of the human spirit.

It

is difficult to identify their source or their purpose in
human behavior, yet when has thinking man failed to meet
such a challenge?

Attitude theories abound, and a few of

them have relevance to this study.
Several very important reviews of attitude theory,
attitude formation and attitude change include Allport's
chapter (1935); Murphy, Murphy and Newcomb's attitude
chapter (1937) and M. Sherif and Cantril's reviews (1945,
1946, 1947).

Most of the research included in these re-

views was concerned solely with descriptive analysis, the
influence of environmental variables and individual differences.

Much of the value of this early empirical work

was in demonstrating the applicability of attitudes to a
broad array of psychological problems, in establishing the
boundaries of attitude as a psychological construct, and
in proving that an attitude was a situationally modifiable
characteristic of the individual.
These earlier reviews make little contribution to the
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present study other than to provide the foundation for the
theoretical base for those theories which have a direct
implication.

More relevant theories are those pertaining

to attitude formation and change and those dealing with
the relationship between attitude and behavior.
Attitude theory is often divided into two main categories; those based on stimulus response concepts and
those classified as consistency theories.

These common

classifications blur the distinction between a theory's
Yet

origin and the phenomena which the theory explains.
some classification is necessary.
Learning Theories

Several investigators have used principles taken
from the learning theories of. Hull (1943) and Tolman (1932)

to study acquisition of beliefs and attitudes.

In gen-

eral, learning theories focus on the processes of how a
response becomes associated with a given stimulus.
are explained in terms of two basic paradigms;

Most

classical

and operant conditioning.

Doob (1947), in applying learning theory to attitude,
defined attitude as a learned, implicit anticipating response.

That is, he viewed attitude as an unobservable

response to an object that occurs prior to or in the absence of any overt response.

Osgood, Suci, and Tannenbaum

(1957) argued the implicit mediating response represents

the "meaning" of the object, and they suggested that
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attitude refers only to the evaluation part of the total
response.

Osgood's view of attitude as a mediating eval-

uative response has met with general acceptance by theorists working within learning behavioristic theories
(Fishbein and Ajzen,

1975).

Important to attitude theory in regard to the present study is Fishbein's argument that whenever a new
concept is learned, an attitude toward that concept is
learned with it, and the mediating evaluative reactions
elicited by these new stimuli will also become conditioned
to the concept and change the attitude toward

it.

This has

important implications for education, providing a theoretical base for the concept of collateral or concommitant
learning.

Learning occurs in more than one domain at a

time as in the example of acquiring reading skills while
learning to dislike reading.

Similarly, a student may

learn mathematics while also acquiring "math anxiety"
(Tobias 1978).

Expectancy - Value Theories
The theories presented by Tolman (1932), Potter
(1954), Atkinson (1957) and others are concerned with the
relationship of beliefs to attitudes or of attempts to
account for overt behavior.

According to a simplified

summary of Tolman (1932), people learn "expectations" that
is, beliefs that a given response will be followed by some
event.

Since these "events" could be positive or negative
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"reinforcers" and could have positive or negative valence,

his argument was that people would learn to perform (or
increase the probability to perform) behavior that they
"expected" to lead to positively valanced events.

In

other words, when a person has to make a behavioral choice,
he will select that alternative which has the highest subjective expected utility or the alternative which is most
likely to lead to the most favorable outcomes.

Rosenberg (1956) was the first to develop a specific
expectancy-value model in the attitude area.

He defined

attitude as a "relatively stable affective response to an
object."

He also argued that this attitude is "accompan-

ied by a cognitive structure made up of beliefs about the
potentialities of that object for attaining or blocking
the realization of valued status."

According to Rosenberg

(1956), the more a given "object" (i.e., an action or

policy) was instrumental in obtaining positively valued
goals (or consequences), and to blocking (or preventing)

negatively valued goals, the more favorable the person's
attitude toward the object.
Balance Theory
Heider (1946, 1958), addressed his study primarily
to the analysis of interpersonal relations but also had an

important influence on the development of attitude theory.
His analysis was based on the assumption that one must
understand the individual's cognitive representation of
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the environment, his life space, in order to understand the
operation of attitudes and their impact on behavior.

Peo-

ple, objects and events are related to one another within
a dynamic, cognitive system.

Heider's idea is compatible

with the concept of educational climate factors as used in
this study.

Heider concluded

that if the attitude toward a per-

son and event are similar, the event is easily ascribed to
the person, and a balanced configuration then exists if the
attitudes toward the parts of a causal unit are similar
(Heider, 1946).

That is, a resulting balanced state ex-

ists when the two entities composing a unit have the same
"dynamic character" or when attitudes toward two objects or
concepts are both positive or both negative.

In Heider's

model, balance also.exists if the person holds different
attitudes toward the two elements and perceives that one
element has not been caused by the other.

Zajonc states,

"The fundamental assumption of balance theory is that an
unbalanced state produces tension and generates forces to
restore balance" (Zajonc,

1960).

Heider's original balance theory has some limitatations.

entities.

It deals only with qualitative relations between
Thus, the relationship is either positive or

negative; beliefs and attitudes do not vary in degree.
Heider's work is also criticized because his theory deals
with the relations between a maximum of only three entities.
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Newcomb's (1943) early work with attitude began to
apply concepts similar to Heider's concept of balance,
without many of the limitations.

Newcomb emphasized the

importance of the interpersonal context in maintaining and
changing attitudes.

Newcomb found in his study that to the

extent individuals continued to interact with those friendship, parental and peer groups within which they formed
their attitudes, the acquisition of new information had
little effect on those attitudes.

However, when an indivi-

dual adopted new friends possessing attitudes different
from those he previously held, but consistent with the new
information, he readily relinquished those old beliefs and
adopted the attitudes held by the new acquaintances
(Greenwald, Brock, and Ostrom, 1968).

The group is assumed to be influential in attitude
change because of the individual's need to establish some
personal recognition and security through adapting to his
social community.

For Newcomb, the potential of reference

groups was so great in determining attitude change that all
other psychological processes were viewed as subordinate.
His emphasis on interpersonal associations was carried forward in Festinger's theory of social comparisons and in
proposing that attitudes serve a need for social recognition.

As any veteran teacher will quickly affirm, student
attitudes are certainly influenced, if not formed, through
interpersonal relationships, especially those "significant
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others" in their world.

Heider, Newcomb and their follow-

ers provide a certain "theoretical blessing" on what teachers have always known.

Congruity Principle
The principle of congruity, which is a part of balance, was suggested by Osgood and Tannenbaum (1955).

This

principle deals specifically with the problem of direction
of attitude change.

The authors assumed judgmental frames

of reference tend toward maximal simplicity.

Thus, since

"black or white", "all or nothing", judgments are more
simple than refined judgments, evaluations tend to move
toward extremes; "There is a continuing pressure toward
polarization."

Thus, related "concepts" will be evaluated

in a similar manner.

Given these assumptions, the prin-

ciple of congruity dictates that when changes in evaluation or attitudes occur, they occur in the direction of
increased congruity with the prevailing frame of reference.
While balance theory allows merely a dichotomy of attitudes, either positive or negative, the principle of congruity allows refined measurements using Osgood's method of
the semantic differential (Osgood, 1952).

While it is not

clear from Heider's statement of balance in just what
direction changes will occur when an unbalanced state
exists, such predictions can be made on the basis of the
congruity principle (Zajonc,

1960).

These constructs present concepts that have direct
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theoretical implication to the possible relationship between teacher attitudes and student attitudes.

The con-

gruity principle assumes that the attitudes by two persons
or groups toward a common element (in this case school
climate factors) should demonstrate a relationship.
Theory of Cognitive Dissonance
Festinger's (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance
begins with a consideration of the relations between any
two cognitive elements.

"These elements refer to the

things a person knows about himself, about his behavior
and about his surroundings" (Festinger, 1957).
The terms dissonance, consonance, and irrelevance,
are used to describe three kinds of relations that may
exist between any two cognitive elements.

"Two elements

are in a dissonant relation if, considering these two
alone, the obverse of one element would follow from the
other.

Because dissonance is psychologically uncomfort-

able, it will motivate the person to try to reduce that
discomfort and achieve consonance and to actively avoid
situations and information which would likely increase
dissonance" (Festinger,

1957).

The concepts presented in this summary of the theory
of cognitive dissonance are useful in understanding the
concepts of teacher expectations or control ideology.

Sim-

ply stated, a teacher will "act" in accordance with stated
beliefs to avoid the discomfort of a dissonant state.

A
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teacher's expectations or attitudes toward the student's
performance causes a "self-fulfilling prophecy" and this
produces a balanced state between the teacher's attitude
and behavior or a consonance state, according to Festinger.
Furthermore, teachers will act in accordance with their
stated "pupil control ideology" or again face the unpleasant dissonance state described by Festinger.
Background for the Attitude Behavior Relationship
We turn now from a review of theories of attitude to
a theory which is still in an emerging state, that of the
attitude behavior relationship.

In recent years, the

topic of attitudes and behavior has been given a great deal
of attention.

Because is now focused on this problem we

have a means of "refinement" of attitude theory.

test always seems to be "Does it work?"

The acid

And yet, in trying

to test a theory empirically, we must re-think the theoretical assumption or find a better operational definition
for our elusive rabbit.
Doob, in his chapter The Behavior of Attitude, begins
by again defining the term "attitude" but this time in
behavioral terms:
Attitude is defined as an implicit,
drive producing response considered socially
This
significant in the individual's society.
definition states, in effect, that from the
psychological point of view, attitude is an
implicit response with drive strength which
occurs within the individual as a reaction to
stimulus patterns and which affects subsequent
overt responses (Doob, 1947).
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Doob's definition is not without criticism.

Yet, it has

value in that it provides an operational definition for
use in educational attitude research.

An exhaustive review of literature to provide an
overview and background on the relationship of attitudes
and behaviors is not possible.

However, several comprehen-

sive reviews exist (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1977; Eagly and
Himmelfarb, 1978; Schuman and Johnson, 1976; Siebold,
1975).

Only a summary review is presented in this study.

The definitional and theoretical base provides that "attitude" is both a predisposition, causing consistency in
behavior, and a general evaluation of an object, measurable
by questionnaire.

If attitude is defined as a predisposi-

tion or a preparation to behave, it is a necessary condition for behavior; the link between attitude and behavior
is necessary and must exist empirically if valid measures
of attitude and behavior are used.

However, if attitude is

affective orientation, there may not be reason to expect
behavior to reflect or even be consistent with an attitude.
Most theorists assumed that the predisposition to act and
the affective evaluation were one and the same, and used
this assumption in justifying and discussing questionnaire
research (McPhee and Cushman, 1980).
LaPiere (1934), in his paper "Attitudes vs. Actions",
provided the basis for the attitude-behavior problem.
LaPiere travelled across the United States with a young
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Chinese couple.

Six months after the trip, he sent ques-

tionnaires to many of the establishments that had served
them asking whether they would accept members of the
Chinese race as customers.

Over 90% of these establish-

ments answered negatively.

But LaPiere had found uniformly

favorable behavior toward an actual Chinese couple as well
as strong indications of favorable attitudes toward those
customers while on the trip.

Yet, he found negative atti-

tudes evidenced in answers to questions about the symbolic

entity, "member of the Chinese race"

(LaPiere, 1934).

LaPiere's study was taken as an attack on the assumption that attitudes have causal or predictive relevance to
behavior.

The attack on "attitudes", as behaviorally rele-

vant, crested in 1969 with Wicker's review of 31 studies.
He concluded that attitudes are more likely than not to be
unrelated or minimally related to behavior (Wicker, 1969).
The empirical literature to date is well summarized by
Schuman and Johnson's statement that "attitudes and behaviors are related to an extent that ranges from small to
moderate in degree..." (Schuman and Johnson,

1976).

In

some special cases such as cheating in school, the
relationship is very low while in other special cases such
as in voting, the relationship is very high.
Conceptualization of the Attitude Behavior Relationship
Some researchers have attacked the attitude-behavior
question by building theoretical models for the prediction
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of behavior or even created mathematical models.

The most

famous such model is the one by Fishbein (Fishbein, 1967;
Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975).

These model builders are

searching for behavioral predictors.
As we move toward a better conceptualization of attitudes and their relationship( to behavior, we need to review

what might be termed "generative mechanisms."
scientific research is to understand "why".

The goal of

This under-

standing often depends on our conception of what constitutes attitude and behavior.

Such conceptions are usually

set forth as the justification for whatever hypothsis is
tested.

According to McPhee and Cushman (1980), the set of

clear generative mechanisms cited in the attitude-behavior
literature is surprisingly small.

However, three genera-

tive mechanisms were described by these writers.
The first, they call the definitional explanation of
consistency.

Here, an attitude, by definition, is a con-

sistent tendency to respond evaluatively to an object.

A

behavior, if it has evaluative implications for an object,
is such a response.

Therefore, if a person has an attitude

at all, his behavior must generally be consistent with
it by definition (Schuman and Johnson, 1976).
The second common mechanism underlying attitudebehavior consistency is the "latent process" notion of
DeFleur and Westie (1963), where an attitude is an unobservable cognitive state underlying various modes of verbal
and behavioral response, forcing them to be consistent.
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Note the difference between the latent process idea and the
definitional explanation.

For the first, attitude is an

observable tendency and for the second, attitude is an
underlying force creating the observable tendency.
The final common explanatory mechanism underlying
attitude-behavior research which Eagley and Himmelfarb
(1978) cite as the basis of almost all current research on
attitude change, is called "information processing."

Its

proponents try to identify precisely various cognitive
states, mechanisms, and processes and to characterize attitudes and behaviors in the light of their informational
determinants (McPhee and Cushman 1980).
Before we leave the subject of theoretical constructs
and focus attention on applied research specifically related to this study, it is important to mention the work of
Fishbein.

According to McPhee and Cushman (1980), "a veri-

table revolution in conceptualization, bringing many
earlier developments into prominence, was wrought by Martin
Fishbein (1967) in his stipulation and testing of a widely
influential model of behavior and behavioral intention
(McPhee and Cushman, 1980).

Fishbein initially defined

attitude as "the amount of affect for or against a psychological object" (Fishbein 1967).

The usual cognitive com-

ponent is redefined as belief or "the subjective probability of a relation between the object of the belief and
some other object, value, concept, or attitude" (Fishbein
and Ajzen, 1975).

The cognitive component of attitude is
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termed behavioral intention and defined as "a person's
location on a subjective probability dimension involving a
relation between himself and some action" (Fishbein and
Ajzen, 1975).

Fishbein separates these "components" of attitude in
order to stipulate a causal chain involving them and behavior.

According to Fishbein, behaviors are determined by

intentions, which are functions of attitudes toward the
acts in question.

Attitudes themselves are functionally

related to beliefs, which, as initial psychological variables in this chain, are determined by interpreted experience and messages.

The major conceptual argument advanced

by Ajzen and Fishbein is that attitudes should predict
behaviors best under conditions of high correspondence.
Elements constituting attitude and behavior should be the
same, and should be defined at the same level of specificity, for highest correlations to appear empirically
(McPhee and Cushman, 1980).

This review of theory in regard to the attitudes and
the relationship of attitudes and behavior has attempted to
focus on the definitions, models and conceptualizations
that are the most acceptable in this field of study, while
at the same time identifying those concepts most congruous.
Identification is, at best, a difficult task, as little
consensus is present in this emerging, yet rich, field of
study.
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Educational Attitude Research
The concept of attitude, by its very definition as a
predisposition toward behavior, is a valid component of
educational theory and practice.

Benjamin Bloom's (1956)

identification of the educational learning domains,
cognitive, affective and psychomotor, provided a formal
rational for the component of "attitude" in education.

In

fact, the affective domain is defined as the "valuing" or
"attitudinal domain".

Nearly all definitions of education

now include the affective dimensions, either as values or
attitudes, or as a category of climate variables affecting"

the outcomes of the education process.
The attitudinal dimensions of education are intricately integrated into the philosophy, the purposes and
certainly the process of education.

No part of education,

public or private, is void of values or attitudes that
influence the purpose, process and outcomes.
Pratte (1977), in Ideology & Education, states that
purpose is a key aspect of any schooling endeavor.

A

purpose is always formed by social processes, at least when
we talk about human purposing, and it obviously entails a
goal or aim, that is a direction or end result.

The basic

issue in any talk about schooling is the choice of purpose
(Pratte, 1977).

An educational philosophy or a statement

of purpose, determined by values, becomes common to the
philosophical mindset of the policy makers within any
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school unit.

Recently, the purpose of most schools has been to
focus on teaching and learning the basic skills.

Few would

disagree that students must be taught the skills needed for
survival and of life-long learning.

Yet, evidence is grow-

ing that how we teach, where and when we teach, may have
more long-term effect than what we teach.

Carl Bereiter, a psychologist, compares the ideal
with the reality:

In no other institution of our society
are the ideal and reality so far apart as they
The ideal has the teacher
are in education.
as a sensitive monitor of the child's entire
process of growth and development, entering
into it in manifold ways, never to hamper, but
always to encourage and guide development
toward the fullest realization of the child's
There are other educational
potentialities.
purposes, but no other ideal comes close to
all-around acceptability in a free society.
In reality, two or three dozen captive
children are placed in the charge of a teacher
of only modest intellectual ability and little
learning, where they spend approximately six
hours a day engaged in activities that someone
In the course
has decided are good for them.
of twelve years, they acquire a certain amount
of worthwhile skill and knowledge, but only on
the rarest occasions, if at all, do they
encounter anything even remotely resembling
the kind of teacher-pupil interaction
prescribed as the ideal (Birecter, 1971).
A review of many popular education textbooks supports
the problem of values conflict within the educational
system.

Kagan and Lang (1978), made this summary state-

ment:

The United States values independence,
personal achievement and competition; its
educational system appears to have six goals:
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to teach technical skills and knowledge, to
inculcate specific values and promote certain
personality traits, to actualize the talents
of the child, to achieve social harmony, to
narrow the income gap, and to create awareness of group culture.
National conflicts rage over which are the more
important goals.

What is the answer?

where to place the emphasis?

How do we choose

For purposes of this study,

the simple assumption is that the focus must be on the
process, the needs of people, students and teachers interacting in the learning environment.

If the focus is

placed on people and process, then programs (educational
goals) will also be achieved.

Where human relations fail,

where schooling is an unpleasant experience, in the long
run, educational goals are not met.

This is true even when

indicators of "short term" success are positive.

The most

influential determinent of success or failure of the
teaching-learning process is the relationship between
teachers and students.

Certainly, the teacher is the

dominate factor in determining the many dimensions of the
learning environment.

Martin Huber (1958) asserts that

people learn "how to be human" through interpersonal "meetings", brief encounters in which people communicate
honestly and openly, sharing themselves with each other.
Schmuck summarized the importance of personal relations in
schools:

It is the schools' responsibility and
obligation to provide opportunities for cognitive development. However, too many American schools have neglected or ignored the
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importance of personal relationships in
learning; too many schools are characterized
only by superficial and distant relationships,
covert hostility, and little mutual concern or
respect among their members. When a school
pays too little attention to its members as
individuals, the objectives of cognitive and
skill development are hindered. Students and
teachers cannot learn and work within a
hostile and alienating environment. A humanized school transforms these debilitating and
hindering interpersonal forces so that they
can facilitate and compliment formal educational objectives" (Schmuck and Schmuck, 1974).
Most educators agree that humanistic or affective

educational concerns can be maintained, while keeping the
focus on the "basic skills" needed for survival.
Educational climate factors are also important in
the achievement of the schools' purpose as they directly
influence all interpersonal relationships in the schooling
process.

These climate factors might be termed intervening

variables between the teacher's instructional goals and the
students' learning outcomes.

A simple survey of education textbooks and references
provided the source for a list of "educational climate
factors."

It was enlightening to find how few of

these climate factors were specifically cognitive in nature; most, if not all, have important affective components.

The relationship of these educational climate fac-

tors to the goals or purposes of the school is part of the
basis for this study.

How are we to assess, evaluate and

understand the teaching-learning process when so much of it
is not directly observable or empirically measured?

Many
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times we must use the best tools we have available; often
self-reported measures of attitude or values.

Foundational Educational Attitude Studies
Selecting from the large body of research studies
identified with teacher or student attitudes would have
been nearly an impossible task without the aid of computerized searches of large data bases such as Educational
Resources Information Center (ERIC), and Dissertation Abstracts International.

Still, of the hundreds of studies

that were identified as applicable to this study, only a
few are reviewed here.

The selection is admittedly

subjective.

Two important studies relate to the question of the
relationship of teacher attitudes to student attitudes in a
special way.

Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson's

Pygmalion in the Classroom (1968), provides a concept of
"teacher expectations" and evidence of the effect of teacher attitudes on student performance.

Art Combs in the

Florida Studies (1969) provides evidence that the perceptions (attitudes) of students toward "good" and "bad"
teachers are more important than other more traditional
indicators of the teacher-pupil relationship.
Pygmalion in the Classroom
Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) created wide interest
and controversy with Pygmalion in the Classroom.

Their
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book describes research in which they tried to manipulate
teachers' expectations for student achievement to see if
these expectations would be fulfilled.

The study involved
Teacher

several classes in each of the first six grades.

expectations were created by claiming that a test (general
achievement) had been developed that would identify the
students who were to "bloom intellectually" and would show
a large achievement gain during that school year.

The

"late bloomers" were, in reality, selected randomly, not on
the basis of the test.

Thus, no real basis existed for the

expectations of the teachers other than those induced by
the experimenters.

However, test data provided evidence

that the children selected as "late bloomers" showed gains
in achievement greater than unselected members of their
class.

Rosenthal and Jacobson explained the results in

terms of the "self-fulfilling prophecy" effects of
teachers' expectations.

They reasoned that the expecta-

tions that were created by the "predictive" test scores
somehow caused the teachers to treat students differently,
so that their students did do better by the end of the
year.

What, in fact, the students perceived in these

"attitude manifestations" on the part of their teachers or
if the teacher "attitude" caused them to teach these "special students" more effectively, we don't know.
is not without controversy.

The study

Yet, the findings of Pygmalion

in the Classroom were widely publicized.
Several attempts at replication of this study failed
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(Snow, 1969, Fielder, 1969, Taylor, 1970).

These failures

to replicate might be explained on the basis of excessive
publicity the study received.

Since 1968, few new teachers

have been allowed to complete a basic course in educational
psychology without exposure to the Rosenthal study.

Also,

the negative results in studies using induced teacher expectations should not necessarily be taken as disproof of
the concept of "self-fulfilling prophecy."

The negative

results are more likely due to failure to induce the desired expectations in the teacher than to failure of
teacher expectations to affect student behavior.
Good and Brophy (1978) in their book Looking in
Classrooms explain:

Teachers' expectations affect the way
they treat their students, and, over time, the
way they treat their students affects the
amount that students learn. In this sense,
then, expectations are self-fulfilling.
(Good and Brophy, 1978).
If teacher expectation has such a profound affect on
the teaching-learning process, why don't we use this information more effectively?

Is it possible the most powerful

motivator of student success is involved in the interpersonal relations of the "instructional process" after
all?

Florida Studies in the Helping Professions
Another significant study by Arthur Combs, The Florida
Studies in the Helping Professions (1969) recognized the
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personal attitudinal dimensions of the teacher (helper) as
perceived by the student (client).

The Florida Studies

attempted to discover the principles governing the nature
and effective practice of the helping relationships.

A

major stimulus for the research done by Combs was a paper
by Carl Rogers on the characteristics of the helping relationship.

In this paper, Rogers reviewed a number of

studies bearing on the nature of the helping relationship
and found that relationships which were helpful had different characteristics than those which were not helpful.
These differential characteristics have to do primarily
with the attitudes of the helping person on one hand, and
the perception (attitude) toward the relationship by the
"helper" on the other.

The premise that an attitude of one

person may, in fact, directly affect the attitude of
another was supported by the Rogers theory and became the
basis for the Combs study.
The Florida Studies

began with a series of seminars

in which the nature and characteristics of helping professions were explored from a phenomenological or perceptual point of view.

After looking at a variety of

helping professions, including teaching, the researchers
determined that common elements were present across the
professions for those "helpers" who were judged as "good
helpers" and those "helpers" who were judged as "bad helpers," regardless of the discipline.
The studies made use of the nomination procedure
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in which professional "helpers" were rated or judged by
their clients and then these scores were ranked high to low
In order to insure a distinct group of

or good to bad.

both the "good helpers" and of "bad helpers" for each professional group, only the highest ten percent and the
lowest ten percent were selected as "good examples" and as
"bad examples" in each profession.

Then began an intensive

evaluation of the "good" groups and the "bad" groups.
Common elements began to emerge for each group regardless
of profession.

Combs found that "good" helpers share

common characteristics that were not present in the groups
of "bad" helpers.

This common element was identified as

the "self as instrument" concept, and was adopted as the
key concept for these studies.

Combs provides this

definition of the concept:

By the "self as instrument" concept, we
mean that the outstanding fact about the helping profession was the use of the helper's

self in the processwe gave this understanding a formal statement as follows: the
effective helping use of the helper's self in
bringing about fulfillment of his own and
society's purposes (Combs, 1969).

Combs found that knowledge and behavior were not the
common element and observed that how the helper behaved
made little difference if his basic (perceived) intent was
to be helpful.

This is somewhat of an oversimplification

of the concept, yet, gives the basic idea of the term "self
as an instrument."

Combs provided a rational for the

concept when he stated:
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Beliefs have a controlling direction
They determine the choices' of behavior we make from moment to moment.
Existing perceptions have a selecting,
determining effect on further perceptual
terms, behavior is understood as a consequence of two kinds of perceptions; the
perception one has about the world and those
(Combs, 1969).
he has about himself.
effect.

The Florida Studies support an assumption that
people "read" each other's attitudes, and that these "attitudes" can be perceived by another person, in some cases,
without the need for behaviors.

Or, where behaviors appear

to be the same, the perception of students regarding teachers can be importantly different.

How students distin-

guish between helping and non-helping teachers, when methods and content taught appear to be the same, is not yet
fully understood.

However, the work of Combs certainly

provides important foundations for a study in which teacher
attitudes are compared directly with student attitudes. The
subject of this study is the relationship between teacher
attitudes, or, more specifically, pupil control ideology
and student attitudes toward teachers, learning processes,
language arts and mathematics.

Therefore, the review of

literature must include selected research related primarily
to these two concepts, teacher attitude and pupil attitude.
Teacher Attitude Research
Little attention was placed on teacher's attitude
research prior to Harper's (1927) study of the attitudes of
educators toward various social issues.
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Several other teacher attitude studies included
Gould's (1934) investigation of the motives for teaching as
a career.

Seagoe (1942), Best (1948) and Blanchard (1953)

continued research on this topic.

However, not until the

development of the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory
(Cook, Leeds and Collis, 1951), did teacher attitudes stu-

dies gain any real attention.
The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI) was
one instrument that might have been used as the measure for
teacher attitudes in this study.

The MTAI was not selected

because of questions raised over validity over a period of
several years.

Almost from the onset, the MTAI received

criticism, yet, it was responsible for the new attention
given the subject of teacher attitudes as a valid concern
in educational research.

Cook and Medley (1951) raised questions about the
validity of the instrument with findings that high MTAI

scores were associated with high k-scores on the Minnesota
Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI).

This suggested

that those scoring high in k-scores (a subscale of the

MMPI) would refrain from indicating undesirable traits.
The result of this hesitation was to question the self
reporting validity of the MTAI and suggested the possibility of "fakability" for this instrument.

Then

Sorenson's (1956) study found that prospective teachers

could fake favorable responses to the MTAI without difficulty and did so even under conditions of anonymity.
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According to Biros in the Fourth Mental Measurement
Yearbook (updated in the Sixth but not reviewed in the
Seventh), the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory was to
be used to measure attitudes of elementary and secondary
teachers.

Since 1951, many studies were conducted using

this instrument.
occasionally.

In fact, the MTAI is still used

The Cranbeck review included in Biros, con-

cluded the norms of the MTAI were satisfactory in most
cases.

However, the review included by D.L. Arnold ques-

tioned the validity of this instrument from the beginning.
He stated that problems in regard to differences in norms
were so great that the inventory would be of little value.
The validity of any instrument must be established
primarily based on its intended use.

The length and the

questions raised concerning the validity of the Minnesota
Teacher Attitude Inventory were the reasons for not selecting this instrument as the measure of teacher attitude in
this research project since the MTAI contains 150 items and
takes nearly an hour to administer.
Pupil Control Ideology
The specific teacher attitude investigated in this
study is pupil control ideology.

The reason for this focus

is, at least in part, due to the acceptance of Willower's
(1967) Pupil Control Ideology Form (P.C.I. Form).

This

instrument has been widely used in studies of this type and
has demonstrated correlation with many of the assumed cli-
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mate factors or intervening variables that may exist between teacher attitude and student attitude.
The instrument selected to use as a measure of teacher attitude for this study was Willower's Pupil Control
Ideology Form (1967).

This instrument uses a Likert format

with only 20 items on a five-point scale.

There is little

problem with "fakability", as there are no obvious wrong or
undesired answers.

The focus of the P.C.I. Form is on

classroom management or control.

Teachers scoring high on

the form are pleased with a "high score" since this is
further evidence of good disciplinarian traits.

Those who

score low on the P.C.I. are also pleased as this confirms
humanistic teaching or student-centered thinking.

Teachers

have no reason to fake answers as the use of the scores is
seldom known.

This instrument is simply titled "P.C.I.

Form" as used in most studies.
Computerized searches of various educational data
bases revealed 181 studies that have used the Pupil Control
Ideology Form as one of the research instruments.

Allowing

for some duplication, the instrument is still widely used
and trusted.

Obviously, not all of these studies need to

be reviewed here.

However, several closely related studies

are discussed.

The first studies done by Willower looked at "when
pupil control becomes an institutional theme" as reported
in the Penn State Studies (Willower, 1967).

These studies

became the basis for the development of the P.C.I. Form.
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They were also the basis for the early interest of this
author in investigating the Christian school movement where
it seems that, in many cases, pupil control has become an
institutional theme.

One of the earliest studies to use PCI in relationship to another variable was conducted by Goldenburg

An experimental design was used to see if pupil

(1971).

control ideology of teachers differentially affected their
operational behavior in the classroom.

The Florida Inter-

acting Analysis Techniques was used to classify the classroom verbal interaction during three 20-minute observation
periods.

The results of the study found teachers differed

in frequency of use of verbal behaviors categorized as 1)
accepting and developing student ideas, 2) lecturing facts

or opinions and 3) encouraging student-initiated verbal
behaviors.

These observed differences favored "humanistic

teachers" as classified by PCI scores.

A similar study by

Jones and Blankenship (1972) compared the PCI scores among
teachers implementing the Biological Services Curriculum
Study (BSCS) materials.

They found high PCI teachers pro-

vide more student participation, indepth questionning and
often used inquiry teaching methods.

These conclusions

were again confirmed by Dobson, Goldenburg and Elson (1972)
where humanistic teachers utilized significantly more verbal behaviors classified as indirect than did the custodial
group.

Several studies have compared pupil control ideology
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with other measures of student discipline.

Bowen (1977),

writing in the New York State School Boards Journal, provides a foundational groundwork for a comparison of discipline and control ideology.

Bowen's results showed that

the teachers' degree of disciplinary humanism was associated with their attitudes toward teaching, specifically
their willingness to work in difficult and uncertain working conditions for rewards that were, in many cases, intangible.

Custodialism, on the other hand, related to desires

for job security and better working conditions as well as
general job dissatisfaction.

In fact, the teachers' pupil

control ideology was more important as an explanation of
disciplinary behaviors than years of experience.
A study by Foley and Brooks (1978) looked at the
relationship between pupil control ideology as a predictor
of teacher's discipline referrals.

The study concluded

that within the secondary school, humanistic teachers
relate with students with less reported conflict.

This

study claims that PCI "appears to be a relatively simple
way to obtain a measure that is related to future
disciplinary referral behavior as well as the pupil
control ideology of a teacher candidate."

It also provides

evidence of the direct correlation between teachers' P.C.I.
and their behavior in student discipline.
A study conducted as a part of a doctoral thesis by
Littrell (1980), however, provides some question about the
direct relationship of pupil control ideology and the
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teacher's behavior.

Littrell compared PCI with the

teacher's pupil control behavior (PCB) where students rated

teacher behavior on a similar continuum as the teacher's
self-reported PCI.

This study found that the PCB, as

perceived by students, does not generally correspond with
their stated ideology concerning pupil control.

In fact,

students tend to perceive their teachers as being more
humanistic in pupil control than the teachers would like to
be.

Also, contrary to the results of other PCI studies,

Littrell found no difference between humanistic teachers
and custodial teachers in the type of discipline problems
that are most frequent or least likely to occur.

There was

very little easily observable difference in disciplinary
techniques employed in the classroom for facilitating pupil
control regardless of the teacher's PCI or PCB.
A number of studies compared pupil control ideology
with teacher personality traits or values.

One of the

earlier studies of this type conducted by Helsel

(1973) was

used in constructing and validating the Pupil Control
Ideology Form, the instrument used as a measure of teacher
attitude in this study.

The results showed that person-

ality traits are important determinants of educator's
ideological orientations toward pupil control.

Some of the

specific personality factors were open or closed mindedness, concern for students, and willingness to trust
others.

An interesting early study by Brenneman, Willower,
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and Lynch (1971), found that self-acceptance was not related to pupil control ideology but that the acceptance of
others was significantly related.

Lippert and Hoy (1972)

also determined that control ideology was a function of
both personality and social systems (climate) factors.
Bartlett (1976) found the attitudes of teachers associated with high levels of custodialism place more emphasis
on content to be taught, teacher direction, rigid classroom
procedures and social disengagement from pupils.

The study

also showed that while operational measures of control may
be similar, attitudes underlying control may differ.
Bean and Hoy (1974) focused attention on the relationship of pupil control ideology to the general concept of
instructional climate.

The results showed that pupil con-

trol ideology was related to the instructional climate of
the classroom.

The study found a climate characterized by

higher levels of cognitive activity, opportunity for or
tolerance of divergent thinking, tolerance or encouragement
of independence, student initiative, and student enthusiasm
appeared to be associated with a more humanistic pupil
control ideology.

Conversely, a teacher-dominated, lec-

ture-oriented classroom with a passive listening role for
students, a high degree of emphasis on tests and grades is
more typical of classes having teachers with a more custodial pupil control ideology.

The results were significant-

ly stronger for men teachers than for women and the relationship between pupil control ideology and instructional
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climate increases when student perceptions of the pupil
control ideology as measured by the Pupil Control Behavior
(PCB Form is used in place of the P.C.I. Form.

Two studies with conflicting results explored another
dimension of the P.C.I. and climate relationship.

Licata

and Willower (1974) reported to the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Association the results of a
study comparing pupil control ideology with a concept of
student "brinkmanship".

A dictionary definition of brink-

manship is "the art of pushing a dangerous situation to the
limit of safety before stopping."

The first study found,

contrary to expectations, that the students in the custodial schools were more euphoric about student "brinkmanship" and their everyday classroom life than were students
in humanistic schools.

Teachers did perceive acts of stu-

dent brinkmanship as threatening their social position in
the school organization.

The degree to which teachers

perceive acts of student brinkmanship as threatening was
directly related to the teachers' degree of custodial pupil
control ideology.

Since the basic expectations of the

researchers were not supported by this study, the hypothesis was revised and a follow-up study completed.
The hypothesis for the follow-up study was revised
as follows:

Our conjecture was that strict discipline makes for a robust environment for
students, as custodial teachers would have
relatively high levels of conflict occuring on
a regular basis with students. Such conflict
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is likely to involve empathetic role-taking on
the part of the audience, as would the punishment of a student for misconduct, labelled as
the ripple effect by Kounin and Gump (1958).
It brings to mind Durkheim's (1947) observation that the punishment of a crime has
more important societal effects on the innoIn any case,
cent than on the criminal.
student identification with classmates who are
in trouble enhances the drama already produced
by the teacher-student conflict. The classrooms of teachers who are relatively custodial
in their beliefs about student control and in
behavior would appear to be more likely to
have teacher-student conflict and the chance
of robustness that conflict causes than the
classes of teachers who are more humanistic
about student control ideology (Licata and
Willower, 1974).
The findings of this study again were inverse from
the hypothsis.

The results this time were consistent

with other research, using the PCI measure, with high
robustness related to humanistic classrooms.

The authors

explained:

Our main finding on the relationship
between humanistic teachers' behavior and
classroom robustness, probably is not
surprising to most observers. We were
intrigued by the implications of the earlier
study and spun a theoretical web that
apparently led us astray (Licata and Willower,
1974) .

Kounin and Gump (1958) concluded that the classrooms
with teachers who exhibit more humanistic pupil control
behavior were reported by students to be full of action,
more interesting and powerful than the classrooms of more
custodial teachers.

Another study by Multhauf, Willower

and Licata (1978) was supportive of the relationship between pupils' perceptions of humanistic teacher behavior
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and positive pupil attitudes toward the school.

Estep

(1979) reported the results of a similar effort, completed
as a thesis study, in The High School Journal.

Estep used

both measures of PCI and PCB and the Robustness Semantic
Differential Scale.

Pupil control behavior accounted for

52.5 percent of the variance in robustness and the author
stated that PCB was the main predictor of classroom robustness.

The case for a relationship between teacher PCI

and classroom robustness was less clear.
Washington's (1981) recent work, comparing teacher's
pupil control ideology and school organizational climate
in open and traditional elementary schools, was completed
as a part of the thesis study at Pennsylvania State
University.

Washington compared scores provided by the

Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire which
compared this measure of climate with pupil control ideology.

The results showed a positive correlation.

In addi-

tion, school by school rankings provided evidence that all
five open education schools were more humanistic in pupil
control orientations than the traditional schools.
Tippeconnic's (1975) dissertation study looked at the
relationship between the teacher's pupil control ideology
and elementary student attitudes in Navajo schools.

The

hypothesis of the Navajo study is similar to the one tested
in this study except that Tippeconnic used Tenenbaum's
Student Attitude Questionnaire Test, which has had little
use.

Using only correlational analysis, the hypothesis was
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not supported.

Another study similar to the question addressed in
this research project, was one by McMahan (1979) where
pupil control ideology of mathematics teachers and student
attitudes toward mathematics were compared.

The student

attitude measure was the Aiken Attitude Toward Mathematics
Scale.

The study included 53 teachers' responses on the

PCI Form and nearly 1800 student attitude measures.

Evi-

dence of a relationship between these two variables was
supported.

The two last studies to be reviewed using pupil
control ideology, compared this measure with measures of
the student's self actualization or alienation somewhat
differently than the other studies of school climate.

Yet,

both have significance to the topic of this study.
Diebert and Hoy (1977) used the Personal Orientation
Inventory

(POI) as a measure of student self actualization

in comparison with pupil control ideology of teachers.
This was a large study with more than 6000 faculty and
student questionnaires from 40 high schools.

The study

concluded that the more custodial the pupil control orientation of the school, the less self-actutalization the
students exhibit.

Furthermore, the relationship was

stronger for seniors than for sophomores indicating that
the longer a student is exposed to a highly custodial
environment the less self actualization they demonstrate.
Results like those found by Diebert and Hoy (1977) provide
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greater rational for research projects such as this study
within the Christian schools.

The majority of Christian

schools in the fundamental or Accelerated Christian
Education Schools,
alism.

(A.C.E.) claim high levels of custodi-

Is it possible that these schools demonstrate high

academic performance but at a price of long-term psychological damage to students?

The second of these last two studies by Shearin
(1981) raised questions relevant to this study from a
slightly different perspective.

The study compared pupil

control ideology with student measures using Kolesan's
Pupil Attitude Questionnaire (PAQ) which measures total
student alienation as well as subscores on powerlessness,
meaninglessness, and provides the added concept of using
PCI scores as measures of internal agreement of control
ideology.

Thus, using the standard deviation of the PCI

scores may have more direct relationship with measures of
student attitudes or school climate factors than PCI mean
scores used to rank schools.
Teacher Expectation Research
Four studies of teacher expectations as the specific
type of teacher attitude are reviewed here.

Ever since the

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) studies, there has been
interest in this subject in educational research.
Mendoza (1971) found that teachers present students
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they perceive as high and middle achievers with significantly more response opportunities than the students the
teachers perceive as low achievers.

Clifford (1971) found

that the teachers' expectations were based in part on
significantly higher expectations for the attractive child
as compared with the unattractive child.

Aspy and Buhlin

(1975) found that the teachers' perception of the students'

self concept also were related to student achievement in
several subject areas.

Williams (1975) conducted research from a sociological perspective and compared the idea of teacher prophecies
with the concept of the "inheritance of inequality."

The

assumption upon which the hypothesis was based was that
most of the apparent opportunity inequalities are thought
to reside in those processes leading to the social origin
of educational attainment relationships, that is, in families, in schools or in both.

These educational attainments

(i.e. opportunities for achievement) were seen as the link
between the status of one generation and those of the next.
The results of the study did not provide support for
the revisionist arguments that see the teachers' prophesies
or expectations as "transmitting" the students' social
origins to their academic achievement.

In other words,

teachers' prejudice based on perceived "social origins" as
a basis for the expectations affecting student achievement
had no support.

crimination.

The study did find another form of dis-

Although the teacher expectations based on
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the teachers' perception of the students' "social origins"
appeared to have minor effects on what students actually
learn, these same prophecies were fulfilled when teachers
evaluated the student performance as in the assignment of
grades.

Therefore, the study concluded the social class

and school performance relationship persisted because
of social class differences in "merit", if not performance.
Student Attitude Research
A measure of student attitudes is the dependent variable in the present study.

Why the importance of attemp-

ting to predict student attitudes?

Because, put simply,

student attitudes affect many other elements of their
school life.

A review of selected research on the topic of

student attitudes supports this fundamental assumption.
Studies on the topic of student attitudes can be
divided into two rather broad, yet, very useful categories.
These are:

1) student attitudes relative to "educational

climate" and 2) student attitudes relative to achievement
Student Attitude and the Educational Climate
Focus on the importance of student attitude was noted
very early by John Dewey who described school environment
as:

....the particular medium in which an individual exists which leads him to see and feel
one thing rather than another.it strengthens
some beliefs and weakens others.it gradual-
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ly produces in him a certain system of beIn brief, the environment consists of
those conditions that promote or hinder, stimulate or inhibit the characteristic activities
of a human being (Dewey, 1910).
haviors.

Blandford (1977) states "the child's perceptions of the
school and the teacher's perceptions of the child are
inextricably bound together and the behavior that the child
exhibits will be the outcome of this strange union."
A commonly accepted assessment of educational climate
is in the difference we place on humanistic or open school
types as compared to the category or type of traditional
school or classroom.

Several studies used this basis to

place schools or classrooms into "open" or "traditional"
groups and then compared student attitudes between the
"open" or "traditional" school groups.
Studies of this kind were completed by Purney, Groves
and Zellner (1970), Zeli (1975), Docherty (1975), Arlin
(1976) Groobman (1976), Coles (1976) Franks (1976) and
Abram (1981).

They found a positive relationship between

open school types and measures of high student attitude in
only one half of these studies.

The others found no

significant relationship based on these classifications of
school or classroom environment or a negative relationship.
Therefore, based on a review of these studies and
others, there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate
better student attitudes because of this measure of the
school's environment.

It was noted that studies which

might be "better" in terms of research design tend to
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show positive results.

Coles (1976), in his review, agreed

with this conclusion.
Several other studies comparing a measure of student
attitude with one or more instructional climate factors are
worthy of mention.

An early study by Sears (1963) looked

at the effect of classroom conditions in general with the
students' self concept.

The Sears research found a rela-

tionship between the "creativity" of the classroom and the
self concept of students.

He also found a strong influence

caused by the openness of teachers on the learning performance of less able students.

Van Horn (1976) compared the effects of four teaching
methods with the students' attitude toward academic ability
and attitude toward the teacher.

He found that students

of teachers who utilized a variety of teaching methods
demonstrated higher attitudes toward academic ability but
no difference in attitudes toward the teacher.
One study by Brookover (1976) does have implication
to this research project.

In the investigation of elemen-

tary school social climate and school achievement.
Brookover concluded that some aspects of school social
environment clearly made a difference in the academic
achivement between schools.

The socio-economic and racial

composition of the schools explain a significant portion of
the variance in the mean achievement between schools, but
the social-psychological and normative variables that were
identified clearly contribute an additional portion of the
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explanation of the variance in mean school achivement.

He

also determined that racial and socio-economic composition
alone were not an adequate description of the elementary
school social environment.

Still, there is evidence to

conclude that a significant relationship exists between
student/teacher conceptual system similarity and positive
student perceptions of the classroom environment.
Moore (1977) looked at the school and the developing
concepts of work, responsibility, and freedom.

The study,

though not directly addressing the question of attitude,
does provide some foundation for assumptions made for this
study especially because of the observations made of the
Christian school movement.

In the Moore study, 15-year old

students in London were interviewed as to their vocational
goals, the reasons for these, their plans for preparatory
study or training, and relevant aspects of their school
experience.

Considerable overlap was found between the

constructs underlying occupational goals and liking or
disliking for school subjects which, in turn, depend on
failure in those subjects.

Moore found that school,

through its teaching and disciplinary methods and general
atmosphere, tended to build up a positive or negative
attitude to work which often affected the child's motivation, his chances of success, the age at which he wished to
leave school and his willingness to contemplate further
education.

In a finding that has significance to studies

in the Christian schools, Moore stated, "the school ethos
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importantly affected attitudes toward authority and rules
and discipline, but often failed to give the experience of
responsibility which might have given more reality to adolescent thinking about the future (Moore, 1977).
The final study reviewed compared student attitude
and climate factors and reached different conclusions.
Patsloff's (1967) study of attitude change indicated that
some change in student attitude may appear regardless of
the school climate or teacher if the student is exposed to
instructional materials designed to facilitate attitude
change.

According to this study at least, attitudes can be

taught and are valid learning objectives.

Patsloff con-

cluded this is particularly true when the materials deal
with subject matter new to the student.

This could be

important for teachers of introductory courses.
A great number of studies were identified during
computer searches on the topic of attitude that were investigating racial, social, or economic factors.

Most of

these center around a time frame of the 1960's and early
1970's and few had little direct relationship to this
study.

Student Attitude and Student Learning or Achievement
The last selection of studies reviewed is one which
compared student attitude measures with student learning
process or achievement.

Even though the focus of this

study was the comparison of teacher attitudes with student
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attitudes,

the fact that student attitudes are related to

measures of student performance adds validity to this
investigation.

Because it is possible that teacher atti-

tudes, specifically the teachers' pupil control ideology,
are related to student attitudes, and we can establish that
student attitudes do directly relate to their performance,
then the axiom from geometry that "things equal to the same
things are equal," might be applicable in this case.
An early study by Anderson (1966), investigated the
relationship between individual satisfaction with classroom
climate and learning.

He found that significant and com-

plex relations existed between climate measures and learning criteria; for example, stratification and friction
climate variables predicted science understanding, while
others predicted achievement in laboratory work.
A study comparing attitude of students in regard to
long-term learning was conducted.

Winter (1977) found that

social forces may have changed beliefs about the nature and
value of academic work, beliefs that may interact with
relatively constant motive levels to produce behavior
changes.

This is relevant to the concern about the climate

factors or social forces at work in many Christian schools.
A number of research studies have investigated the
relationship between student attitudes toward a climate
factor and attitudes toward specific subjects.

A review

of the results found that in 80% of these, the conclusions
were of a positive correlation between student attitudes
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and academic achivement.

(Glick, 1969), (Borgstrom,

1975), (Carver, 1971), (Hough, 1982) and (Schofield, 1981).

Summary

The history, theory and research studies reviewed in
this chapter provide a foundation for the question investigated in this research project.

Evidence is provided that

attitude research in schools is appropriate and that attitudes are related to other significant educational variables or climate factors.

Few direct examples of the

relationship of teacher attitude to student attitude could
be found.

However, a sufficient number of examples were

found, when combined with the theoretical base, to justify
this investigation.
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Chapter III

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Introduction

The current literature, both theoretical and empirical, provides significant evidence that teacher attitudes
are related to student attitudes directly or indirectly.
There are probably intervening variables such as selfconcept, motivation, interest in specific subject areas,
or, in fact, many of the educational climate factors with
which both teachers' attitudes and the attitudes of students are interacting.

It is probable that teacher atti-

tude interacts directly with student attitude independent
of the possible effects of intervening variables.

Only

with the development of a better attitude theory will the
process be fully understood.

Yet, this attitude to atti-

tude study is a logical first step.

We begin by determin-

ing if, at least in this circumstance, a relationship does
exist between these two educationally relevant variables.
The variables in this study are measures of selfreported attitude.

The independent variable, teacher atti-

tude, is measured, using the Pupil Control Ideology
Form (see Appendix A), and the dependent variable, student
attitudes is measured with the Arlin-Hills Student
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Attitude Surveys (See Appendix B).

Both measures come

from a sample of elementary Christian schools.
Statement of the Problem
A formal statement of the problem is as follows:

Is

there a significant relationship between teacher attitude
(teachers' pupil control ideology) and students' attitudes
(toward teachers, learning process, mathematics, and language arts) within the Christian schools (grades 4-6)?
Design of the Study
This study is classified as an ex-post-facto research design.

Direct control of independent variables is

not possible; their manifestations have (or will have)
already occurred.

Inferences about relations that are

believed to exist between teacher attitudes and student
attitudes are made without direct intervention from concomitant variation of independent and dependent variables.
In this study, random assignment to groups is not possible.
As in most ex-post-facto studies, some problems due to
"self-selection" are present (Kerlinger,

1973).

Statements of Hypothsis
The main hypothesis of the study is:

A relationship

exists between teacher attitude as measured by the Pupil
Control Ideology Form and the attitudes of students in
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grades 4-6 toward teachers, learning processes, mathematics, and/or language arts, each separately or in combinations of these variables and

with controls by sex and

grade level.

This study is not a simple, unidirectional one based
on the "if x then y" concept.

We must consider the multi-

variate nature of this research.

In order to also provide

for statistical test of significance and because the unit
of measurement in this case is "schools", we state the
problem as a null hypothesis as follows:

No significant relationship exists between the measures of the attitudes of students in grades 4,

5 and 6,

toward teaching, learning processes, mathematics and language arts, separately or in combination when compared
according to schools classified as "high" or "low" based
on teachers' attitude as measured by the Pupil Control
Ideology Form.

A relationship significant to the .05 confidence
level will be considered sufficient to reject the null
hypothsis.

Considering also the multivariate nature of this
study, the hypothesis is stated as:

A relationship signif-

icant to the .05 level does exist between student attitudes toward teachers, learning process, mathematics, language arts and a combined student attitude measure when
controls are included for student sex and grade level, in
high and low PCI school groups.
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This is, therefore, a 2x2x3 factoral design for the
various student attitudes measures.

These are the two

school groups based on the pupil control ideology of the
teachers in these schools identified as high and low PCI
schools, and grade levels repeated for all student attitude
measures.

Population and Sample

The population for this study is elementary Christian
schools large enough to contain one separate class of
students at each of three grade levels, fourth through
sixth grades.

The sample is drawn from the directories

of school memberships of the three largest associations
of Christian schools in the United States, comprising approximately 1000 established Christian schools.
A random sample of 100 Christian schools was selected
by identifying each tenth school from those schools' association directories.

Where this school did not meet

criterion of size, large enough to have one class each of
fourth through sixth grades, and type, an elementary
school the ninth or eleventh school in the directory
list was used.

Data Collection Procedures

These sample schools were then contacted by letter
and invited to participate in this study.

This initial

letter was written on Roberts Wesleyan College stationery
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as the study was sponsored as a research project by the
Division of Teacher Education.

The college is a member

of one of the largest associations of Christian schools.
self-addressed, postage-paid reply was included.

A

Those not

responding to the initial letter (see Appendix C) were sent
a second letter (see Appendix C).

Those still unresponsive

were then contacted by telephone.

Those schools still

unwilling to participate were replaced by an alternative
school or eliminated from the sample.
Once the schools indicated a willingness to cooperate
in this research study, they were sent the P.C.I.
Forms to administer to their elementary faculty.

All ele-

mentary faculty members were asked to complete a P.C.I.
Form as it was assumed that students in grades fourth
through sixth would have sufficient exposure to these
teachers to have developed attitudes affected by these
contacts.

The P.C.I. Forms were administered by the principal or a selected teacher during a regular staff meeting.
The instructions for administering the P.C.I. form (see
Appendix A) provided all the explanation necessary,
including the requirement to preserve teacher anonymity.
The completed forms were collected by a participating
teacher and placed in the sealed envelope provided.

These

steps were taken to maximize honest responses to the
P.C.I. Form.

The P.C.I. Forms were then hand scored with the mean
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score for each school calculated and these scores by school
were then ranked high to low.

The ranked scores were

divided into quartiles with the high quartiles retained as
the independent variable; "high" and "low" PCI schools.
The high and low PCI schools, thus generated, were contacted by letter and asked to participate further in this

Again, a second letter was sent to nonresponding
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schools.

Finally, telephone calls were placed to those

schools not responding to either letter.
A total of 95 schools responded by returning the
completed P.C.I. Forms.

Since a few more than 100 schools

were asked to participate, this was a 92% return rate for
this first phase of the study.
Much greater resistance to participate in the second
phase of the study was encountered on the part of teachers

in schools grouped "high" or "low" in

scores.

Even

administrators were surprised at the reluctance on the part
of their teachers.

Moreover, when the teachers were asked

to allow the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys to
be given to their students, some considered this totally
inappropriate, an indication of the ideology present in
these schools.

When some of the Christian Schools learned

that the survey would measure student attitude toward
teachers, even some of the schools that at first agreed to
continue to participate, then refused.
A total of 22 schools agreed to participate in the
second phase of the study, eleven in each group.

The final
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sample included some schools slightly out of the highest or
lowest quartile with the "high" group using schools ranked
from the 67th through 95th percentile and the "low" group
using schools ranked from the 6th through the 27th
percentiles.

This was determined to be acceptable, as it

included over 27% for each group and omitted 46% in the
second and third quartiles, thus insuring "high" and "low"
PCI groups.

These 22 schools were asked to administer the
Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys (Elementary Form) to
students in the 4th through 6th grades (See Appendix B).
Where more than one classroom was present at each grade
level, a sample class was selected at random.

The Arlin-

Hills Attitude Surveys was administered by teachers with
instructions provided by audio-tape cassette (see Appendix
B).

Again, every possible attempt at preserving indi-

vidual anonymity was made.

The completed forms were col-

lected by a student and taken to the office for return to
the researcher in a box provided.
The completed survey forms were then recalled by the
.use of prepaid "call back" forms through the United Parcel
Service.

This convenience was responsible, in part, for

some schools' participation in the study.
students completed usable forms.

A total of 1074

These were then coded,

checked and key punched for entry into the computer.
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Instruments

Two instruments were used in this study.

One, the

primary data gathering tool for the independent variable,
the Pupil Control Ideology Form (PCI Form) (see Appendix
A), and the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys, (see
Appendix B) the dependent variable.

These latter instru-

ments are available in three forms, primary, elementary
and secondary, and measure student attitude toward
teachers, toward learning processes, toward mathematics
and toward language arts.

Pupil Control Ideology Form
The Pupil Control Ideology Form was developed by
Donald J. Willower, Terry Eidell and Wayne K. Hoy in the
"Penn State Studies" (Willower, 1973).

The development

of P.C.I. Form came as an extension of earlier work by
Willower and others who studied the school as a social
system (Willower, 1967).

In these latter studies, pupil

control problems were found to play a major part in
teacher-teacher and teacher-administrator relationships,
and pupil control was important in both the instructional
and normative aspects of the school culture.
An early step in the development of a conceptual
framework for P.C.I. was the specification of a control
typology.

Control as an essential ingredient of group

life implied requirements for and restraints upon behavior,
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according to Willower.

Concepts such as norms, role expec-

tations and rules dealt with the content of the behavior to
be controlled.

Compliance was insured through a system of

rewards and penalties or sanctions.

Sanctions could be

primarily punitive, utilizing devices such as coercion,
ridicule and the withholding of rewards; or they could be
non-punitive, based upon understanding; emphasizing appeal
to the individual's sense of right and wrong and selfdiscipline rather than imposed discipline.
Willower's construction of the P.C.I. Form adapted
an earlier typology employed by Gilbert and Levinson in
the study of the control ideology of mental hospital staff
members with respect to patients (Gilbert, 1957).

Gilbert

and Levinson had conceptualized a continuum of control
ideology ranging from "custodialism" at one extreme to
"humanism" at the other.

In previous papers by Willower

(1963), the terms "external controls" and "internal con-

trols" were used in a manner similar to Gilbert and
Levinson's "humanism."

However, these ideological extremes

are "ideal types" in the sense in which Max Weber used the
term.

That is, they are pure types, not necessarily found

in such form in experience.
In order to adapt the Gilbert and Levinson typology,

Willower developed prototypes of what he called "custodial"
and "humanistic" orientations toward pupil control in the
public schools.
In Willower's eyes, the rigidly traditional school
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serves as a model for the custodial orientation.

This

kind of organization provides a highly controlled setting
concerned primarily with the maintenance of order.

Stud-

ents are stereotyped in terms of their appearance, behavior
and parents' social status.

They are perceived as irres-

ponsible and undisciplined persons who must be controlled
through punitive sanctions.

Teachers do not attempt to

understand student behavior, but instead view it in moralistic terms.
front.

Any misbehavior is taken as a personal af-

Relationships with students are maintained on as

impersonal a basis as possible.

Pessimism and watchful

mistrust imbue the custodial viewpoint.

Teachers holding

a custodial orientation conceive of the school as an autocratic organization with rigidly-maintained distinctions
between the status of teachers and that of pupils.

Both

power and communication flow downward, and students are
expected to accept the decisions of teachers without question.

Teachers and students alike feel responsible for

their actions only to the extent that orders are carried
out to the letter.

Willower's model of the humanistic orientation is
the school conceived of as an educational community in
which members learn through interaction and experience.
Students' learning and behavior is viewed in psychological
and sociological terms rather than legalistic terms.
Learning is looked upon as an engagement in worthwhile
activity rather than the passive absorption of facts.

The
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withdrawn student is seen as a problem equal to that of the
overactive, troublesome one.

The humanistic teacher is

optimistic that through close personal relationship with
pupils and the positive aspects of friendship and respect,
students will be self-discipining rather than disciplined.
A humanistic orientation leads teachers to desire a democratic classroom climate with its attendant flexibility in
status and rules, open channels of two-way communication,
and increased student self-determination.

Teachers and

pupils alike are willing to act upon their own volition
and to accept the responsibility for their actions.
The concepts of custodialism and humanism provide a
way of thinking about educator orientation toward pupil
control.

These ideas can be employed in terms of ideology

or in terms of behavior.

We can speak of a teacher whose

"ideology" concerning pupil control is relatively custodial
or humanistic, and we can speak of a teacher whose "controlling behavior" is relatively custodial or humanistic
(Willower,

1967).

In this study, we examine educator ideology concerning pupil control rather than controlling behavior.
Teacher behavior will only be seen as perceived by students' attitudes toward students and teacher-directed
activities.

93Format and Scoring of PCI Form
As an operational measure of pupil control ideology,
an instrument called the Pupil Control Ideology Form
(P.C.I. Form) was devised.

The final form of this in-

strument consisted of 20 items with five response categories for each item ranging from "strongly agree" to
"strongly disagree."

The response categories were scored

5,4,3,2, and 1 for "strongly agree",

"agree" "undecided"

"disagree" and "strongly disagree" respectively, with scoring reversed for items 5 and 13 that are positive to the
humanistic viewpoint.

These item scores were then summed

to provide a single test score.

The theoretical range of

test scores on the final 20 items form of the instrument
was 20 to 100; the higher the score, the more custodial the

pupil control ideology.
Validity of PCI Form
Several methods were used to validate the PCI Form.
The principals' judgments concerning the pupil control
ideology of certain of their teachers were obtained as
follows.

Principals were asked to carefully read descrip-

tions of the custodial and humanistic viewpoints (similar
to those previously stated) and to identify a specified

number of teachers of each type to be identified in this
way, based upon the total number of teachers in each
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school.

Approximately 15 percent of the faculty was iden-

tified with each description.

Thus, a clearly humanistic

and a distinct custodial group of teachers was identified
with nearly two-thirds of each staff between these groups
and not used.

A t-test of the different means of the two independent samples was applied to test the prediction that the
teachers judged to hold a custodial ideology would differ
in mean P.C.I. scores from .teachers judged to have a humanistic ideology.

Using a one-tailed test, the calculated

at" value was significant at the .01 level.
As a further check on the validity of the P.C.I.
Form, Willower compared the mean scores of personnel in
two schools known by reputation to be humanistic with mean
scores of other non-humanistic schools at the same grade
levels.

While no statistical analysis was made, Willower

stated that a trend in the expected direction was clearly
visible.

In yet another study, the principal's judgments

of the type described above for an additional seven
schools were collected.

Using a one-tailed test, Willower

found that the difference in mean P.C.I. scores for teachers judged to be custodial in ideology and teachers
judged to be humanistic was significant at the .001 level.
The last, and possibly most important method used
by Willower to validate the P.C.I. Form, was to compare it

with the Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale Form E, (Rokeach, 1960).
This latter scale, accepted as valid and closely related to
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pupil control ideology had been validated using the "Method
of Known Groups".

Data on pupil control ideology was

collected in thirteen school systems, twelve of them in
Pennsylvania and one in New York state.

An attempt was

made to include systems serving varied communities, including urban, suburban and rural areas.

The Dogmatism

Scale was administered in eleven of the thirteen selected
school systems.

The general hypothsis tested was that

closed-minded educators would be more custodial in pupil
control ideology than open-minded educators.

Using a F-

test, the results were significant at the .001 level,
with six predictions concerning dogmatism and pupil control ideology confirmed (Willower, 1967).
Reliability of PCI Form
Reliability and validity of the P.C.I. Form were
calculated on the basis of the present 20-item version of
the instrument.

A split-half reliability coefficient was

calculated by correlating even-item subscores with odditem subscores (N=170).

The resulting Pearson correla-

tion, corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula, yielded a
.95 coefficient.

Willower states that since these correla-

tions were relatively high, further reliability calculations were made for only two schools; one elementary and
one secondary (N=55) using data gathered from a new sample.

Using the same techniques described above, the Pearson
product-moment correlation of the half-test scores produced
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a coefficient of .83; application of the Spearman-Brown

formula yielded a corrected coefficient of

.91.

From this

data, Willower concluded that the P.C.I. Form was relatively reliable measure of educators' pupil control ideology (Willower, 1967).

Controls for the Independent Variable
Several variables that could affect the differences
between the student attitudes of students in the high and
low PCI school groups were identified.

The data used to

control for possible effect based on these variables was
collected on the reverse side of the P.C.I. Form
Appendix A).

(See

In addition to personal data, the teachers

were asked for their appraisal of the school's socioeconomic status (S.E.S.).

It was thought important to

control for S.E.S. between high PCI schools and low PCI
schools.

These control variables used the most common

measures of S.E.S., asking for teachers to rate parents

of their pupils based on school records for occupational
class, using the Edwards index (Edwards, 1943).

The

scale has become the basis for the well known North-Hatt
measure (North, 1947).
group,

This data was tabulated for each

high and low PCI schools, and comparisons made for

significant differences using the chi-square test or the
one way ANOVA.
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Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys
The instrument used for the collection of data to
measure student attitudes, the dependent variable was the
Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys (See Appendix B).
This instrument provides measures of student attitudes
toward learning processes, attitudes toward teachers, attitudes toward learning processes, attitudes toward language
arts and attitudes toward mathematics, with several combinations of these possible.

They are Likert-type question-

naires but use a four-point instead of a five-point rating
scale.

The authors believed that the four-point scale gave

a more reliable measure since it eliminated the "neutral"
number and caused a forced choice.
The Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys include
forms for primary, elementary and secondary levels.

They

were developed by the North Carolina Advance Schools of
Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
Format and Scoring of the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude
Surveys
Each question is scored on a zero to three basis
with zero to 45 possible on each of the four sub-scales.
A maximum total score of zero to 180 is possible on the
total of all four sub-scales.

A questionnaire with more

than two unanswered items is not used. However, if a
student has omitted only one or two items, a score of "two"
for each is assigned.

The average score for most questions
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is approximately two, based in a positive direction (Arlin,
1976).

The lower scores are considered negative toward the

student attitude measured and higher scores are considered
positive toward the student attitudes measured.
Validity of the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys
Arlin and Hills' instruments have a great deal of
construct validity.

The instruments were developed using

large samples (N=14,000), as four cartoon instruments in
an effort to obtain measures which were short, reliable
and enjoyable for students.

They achieved pupil enjoyment

through brevity and cartoon format.

The study by the test

authors (Arlin and Hills, 1974) showed no loss with the
cartoon format over the early "verbal only" formats with
much higher preference for the cartoon type.

Since valid-

ity of an instrument is defined as the "degree to which it
measures what it is designed to measure," the authors
caution that much of the validity of the present instruments will be based on the degree to which they are interpreted appropriately.

Arlin and Hills state, "A major

validity question for any use of these instruments should
be 'what kinds of interpretation do I wish to make from
the results?'"

The answer for this study is that we desire

to measure just what the instruments were designed to
measure, that is, student attitudes toward teachers, toward learning, toward mathematics and toward language arts,
and a total measure of student attitudes.
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Construct validity is based most importantly on content.

In this area some "trade off" was made by the

authors.

In order to achieve a balance between brevity

and reliability, the authors chose a degree of item homogenity.

Arlin-Hills acknowledge that because attitudes

are extremely rich, complex and varied, only a few most
important components of "arithmetic attitudes" could be
included.

However, a close examination of individual

items shows a sample rich enough for the purpose of this
study.

As can be seen from item inspection of the instrument, attitudes toward learning processes primarily correlate with those aspects of learning often associated
with "open education."

Attitude toward teachers primarily

measures the liking of students for their teachers, including such facets as fairness, dominance and humor.

The

P.C.I. Form is also designed to measure teacher attitudes
toward these same domains.
Some construct validation by empirical study was
performed on the student instruments.

Arlin-Hills (1974)

constructed a multitrait-multimethod validation study of
402 students in grades 2-6 for these instruments where
cartoon format was compared with non-cartoon format with
no loss of discrimination validity.

Reliability of the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys
In early non-cartoon versions of the instruments,
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Arlin and Hills experimented with different test lengths
to achieve a desirable trade-off between reliability and
length, bearing in mind the inverse relationship between
the two variables.

They found that extending the instruments beyond 20
items did not increase reliability sufficiently to warrant
the potential boredom to students.

On the other hand, the

authors also found that to decrease length below ten items
resulted in too much loss in reliability.

The most suit-

able compromise of short length and high reliability
seemed to be achieved by using 15 items.

Reliability for

the four instruments was estimated from internal consistency measures.

The summated ratings from the eight

odd items were correlated with the corresponding seven
even 'items on each item.

These product moment correlations

were then corrected for length by the Spearman-Brown formula.

In addition, items on all four instruments were

renumbered from 1-60 and the 30 odd items were correlated
with the 30 even items to obtain the total test reliability
coefficient.

(See Table 3.1).

The author recognized the limitations of the odd-even
coefficient for generalizability.

Yet, for the purpose of

the instrument design, he believed it represented a reasonable degree of internal consistency and would be acceptable
as an estimate of the generalizability to universe scores.
A sample of 6,000 students was randomly selected from the
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larger sample for the correlations.
tained from grades 1-12.

The sample was ob-

Since attitude scores of the

older students were lower than the younger students, the
combination of these three levels increased score heter-

ogenity and presumably the reliability estimate.

Had re-

liability coefficients been computed for separate levels,

the estimates would have been somewhat lower.
RELIABILITY ESTIMATES FOR THE ARLIN-HILLS
STUDENT ATTITUDE SURVEYS
Table 3.1

Student Attitude
Toward

Odd-Even Correlation
Coefficients

Teachers

.86

Learning Processes

.90

Language Arts

.83

Mathematics

.88

Total (60 items)

.95

Corrected for length by the Spearman-Brown Formula
Arlin and Hills acknowledged that reliability coeffients are influenced by the variance inherent in items.

Maximum variance is usually obtained with items at the
the point of an attitude scale, in this case an average
value of 1.5.

The item norms calculated by Arlin-Hills

were higher, often over 2.0.

Many items which were nega-

tively skewed (positively high) and thus of limited value

for contributing to high reliability were nevertheless

retained out of consideration for content validity.
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Controls for Dependent Variable
The measures of student attitude, the dependent variable in this study, were controlled for the two most
likely causes of interaction effect other than from the
differences because of high and low PCI school types.
These were grade level and the sex of the student.

Con-

trol for interaction effect of these factors was provided
by the statistical test selected for the main hypothesis
test, the Multi-variate Analysis of Variance.
Test of Hypothesis

The main hypothesis test for this study is a Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA).

The independent

variable of teacher attitude for high and low PCI schools
(2) together with the two control factors, grade level (3)

and sex (2) are compared with the four dependent variables
student attitudes toward teachers, learning processes,
mathematics, and language arts.

The MANOVA in a 2x3x2

factoral design with several repeated measures provided
the test for significant differences between the student
attitudes in the high and low PCI school groups while
controlling on the basis of sex and grade level.

The

MANOVA allows for several analyses under one umbrella with
only one experimental error factor.

The .05 level of

confidence was used to accept or reject the null hypothesis.
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The Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was
selected as the primary statistical test of the null hypothesis due to the nature of the study and of the data to
be collected.

Kerlinger (1973) also provided rational for

the selection of these tools:
Much behavioral research is multivariate
The phenomena we wish to explain
and predict are complex: achievement, learning aggression, intellience, creativity, risk
Many
taking (attitudes) and many others.
variables influence such phenomena, and multivariate methods are ways of studying multiple
Multivariate
influences of several variables.
methods then mirror the actual complexity of
"behavioral" reality. They make it possible
for the behavioral scientist to probe more
deeply and realistically into phenomena. Obviously, multivariate methods are well adapted
to testing complex, theoretical formulations,
since their very nature is the analysis of
several variables at once (Kerlinger, 1973).
in nature.

Tatsuokas' (1971) book Multivariate Analysis:

Techniques

for Educational and Psychological Research provides support for use of the Multivariate Analysis of Variance
(MANOVA) used as the primary test of the null hypothesis
for this study:

Just as in the usual two factors design
with one dependent variable, we are here concerned with the analysis of data from experiments involving two treatment classifications;
variables whose levels are represented by rows
and columns of a two-way layout. But instead
of having one dependent or criterion variable
by which to measure the outcome of the experiment, we now have two or more criterion
measures (Tatsuoka, 1971).

Both Tatsuoka (1971) and Overall and Klett (1972)
provide extensive theoretical and practical application

of the MANOVA for this type of study, most of it of a
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highly technical nature.

Yet, based on these two defini-

tive works on multivariate analysis techniques, on the
works of Kerlinger (1973-74), and that of Snedecor and
Cochran's (1980) basic text, the MANOVA was selected as the
appropriate statistical technique for the main hypothsis
test in this study.
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Chapter IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Collection of Data

Sample Distribution Geographically
The sample of 22 schools was drawn from the
population of Christian schools from the directories of
three Christian school associations.

One of these

associations, the Association of Christian Schools International, is the largest and has a national membership
with the merging of the member schools in the eastern and
western states.

The other two smaller associations, the

Mid-Atlantic Association of Christian Schools and
Christian Schools International tend to be concentrated in
the East and Midwest.

The sample schools selected for this study were
distributed geographically like the population distribution, as was expected.

A distribution of the sample

schools graphically using the four time zones as a natural
division is presented in Table 4.1.

There are a few more

Low PCI sample schools located on the West Coast and all
sample schools located in Southern states were in the High
PCI school group.
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Table 4.1 SAMPLE SCHOOLS GEOGRAPHICALLY
(By Time Zone)

Eastern
High P.C.I.

Low P.C.I.

83%

64%

Central

Mountain

Pacific

9%

0

8%

9%

0

27%

Independent Variable

The data for this study was collected during the
Spring of 1979.

A total of 95 Christian schools respond-

ed to the intitial letter (see Appendix C) requesting their
participation from those randomly selected for an 86% response rate.

The teachers in these schools completed and

returned 834 usable Pupil Control Ideology Forms.

The

teacher responses were scored, means and standard deviations calculated and ranked according to mean scores,
high to low.

Instead of using the highest and lowest quartile of
the ranked PCI mean scores as the categories of high and
low PCI schools, the researchers had to use the lowest 27%
and the highest 27% to get an adequate sample for each
school category.

The low PCI school groups' mean score

was 51.35 with a mean school standard deviation of 6.22.
The high PCI school groups' mean score was 61.73 with a
mean school standard deviation of 7.21.

(See Table 4.2)
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Table 4.2

MEAN SCORES FOR HIGH AND LOW PCI SCHOOL GROUPS
Mean School
Mean School
Mean School
Scores
Standard Deviations Variances

High PCI Schools

61.73

7.21

52.01

Low PCI Schools

51.35

6.22

38.62

It is obvious that these groups are significantly
different, still a student "t" test and an ANOVA test confirmed differences beyond the .001 level of significance.
Dependent Variable

The high and low PCI schools were then contacted
by letter (see Appendix C) and permission was requested
to administer the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys to
the students in at least one classroom of fourth, fifth and
sixth grades.

The Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Survey Forms were
shipped to each school participating in the second phase
of the study.

Written instructions for administration of

the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Survey Forms were included
(see Appendix B) with a package of forms for each of the
three grade levels.

An audio-cassette recording of the

instructions to be read to students was also included to
insure that the instructions presented to students in each
classroom would be the same, in so far as this was possible.

The cover letter and written instructions suggest-

ed that a student proctor be used to collect the completed
forms from the students, seal them in envelopes provided
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for return to the college by the school office.

This

procedure was followed for all schools where distance prevented administration of the forms personally, which was
the case for the majority of the schools participating in
the study.

A total of 1074 usable Arlin-Hills Student Attitude
Survey Forms were returned from 22 schools.

coded and then entered into the computer.

These were
Many of the

schools that had earlier agreed to participate in the
second phase of the study, refused to allow students to
rate or evaluate their teachers when the student instruments arrived.

These schools indicated they believed it

was "inappropriate" for students in a Christian school to
be part of such an activity.

In short, many of the letters

received by the researcher provided additional evidence for
doing this and other attitude or value research in Christian schools.

It is because of the refusal of nearly one-

half of both the low and high PCI school groups that
only eleven schools in each group were finally included.
Using the smaller number of schools in each group was
considered acceptable because of the large number of students' responses collected from each of these groups.
The Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys were coded
and checked before being key punched on standard computer
cards.

The actual scoring, including the needed item

reversals, was done by computer.

Each of the subtests
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included in the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys

pro-

vided a possible score of from zero to forty-five, with
a total possible score of 180 for all four sub-tests as
a total student attitude measure.
Control Variables

Several control variables were necessary to minimize
effects on the main hypothesis test from other sources.
These variables included controls for both independent
(pupil control ideology) and dependent variables (student
attitudes).

Controls for the Independent Variable
Control data for the independent variable (pupil
control ideology) was collected together with the administration of the P.C.I. Form.

This additional information

was requested on the reverse side of the P.C.I. Form (see
Appendix A).

A total of ten items that included the fac-

tors considered most important for use as controls relative
to the main hypothesis was included on the "data side" of
the P.C.I. Form.

The controls were:

sex, marital status,

age, experience in teaching, education and certification
level.

Another control factor that effected both independ-

ent and dependent variables was socio-economic status of
the students in both high and low PCI school groups.

Data

for this control factor was collected from items 8, 9, and
10 on the reverse side of the P.C.I. Form.
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Table 4.3

CONTROL VARIABLES FOR HIGH AND LOW PCI SCHOOL GROUPS

Control Variable:

Sex
Female

Male

High P.C.I. Schools
Low P.C.I. Schools
Control Variable:

Age

20-29
40
41

High P.C.I. Schools
low P.C.I. Schools
Control Variable:

-2

-BA
11

4

Widowed

5

Sep /Div.

0
1

2

BA

BA+

29
22

42

41

23
25

38

MA+

MA
12

50

8

16-20

15

21+
4
14

6
7

10

Certification
Certified

Not Certified
13
13

79
79

Socio-Economic Status
L.L.

High P.C.I. Schools
Low P.C.I. Schools

3

Experience in Education
6-10 11-15
0-5

High P.C.I. Schools
Low P.C.I. Schools
Control Variable:

9

Education

High P.C.I. Schools
Low P.C.I. Schools
Control Variable:

17

56

37

High P.C.I. Schools
Low P.C.I. Schools
Control Variable:

50-59
12

50-69

15

40-49

21
26

18

High P.C.I. Schools
Low P.C.I. Schools
Control Variable:

30-39

Marital Status
Married
Single

High R.C.I. Schools
Low P.C.I. Schools
Control Variable:

73
86

11

5

U.L.
22

4

26

L.M.
176
115

U.M.
242
234

LOU.
54
21

U.U.
17
30

Occuation of Parents

..

133
125

.

122
87

ID

TO

84

46

55

97
94

43

K.

15
13
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This data used to provide these important controls to
the main study question is presented in Table 4.3 and was
compared for significant difference using the chi-square
test.

None of these measures, except one measure of socio-

economic status, were significant based on this test.
one measure of SES that was significant, however,

The

probably

does not meet the "nominal data" assumptions of the chisquare test.

An additional test for this measure using a

one-way ANOVA was performed.

The ANOVA resulted in

F=.06997 with one and ten degrees of freedom.

The table

value of F needed for the .05 level of confidence is 4.96.
Therefore, all control factors used for the independent
variable, factors that might effect the high and low PCI
school groups, did not cause significant contamination to
the study.

Controls for the Dependent Variable
The schools included in the high PCI school category
and those included in the low PCI schools category were
administered the dependent measure, the Arlin-Hills Student
Attitude Survey.

This instrument included two additional

control factors for the dependent study variable.

Since

both student sex (2) and grade (3) could effect the comparisons of student attitude between the high and low PCI
school groups, it was necessary to control for these
effects.

In ex-post-facto studies of this type, there
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could be interaction effect between the main dependent
variables, attitudes of students from high and low PCI
Therefore,

groups, with the students' sex or grade level.
simple controls were not appropriate.

A statistical pro-

cedure that would not only provide direct comparisons of
student attitudes between high and low PCI school groups,
but that would also consider the interaction effect between all combinations of these variables was used.

The

Multivariate Analysis of Variance in a 2x3x2 factoral design was selected;

(2) for high and low PCI,

grade levels and (2) student sex was needed.

(3) three

The MANOVA

meets these basic requirements, while still providing the
best test of the main hypothesis for this study.
Test of the Main Hypothsis

The null hypothesis to be tested in this study is
again stated as:

No relationship exists between teacher attitudes as
measured by the Pupil Control Ideology and four measures
of student attitudes, separately and in combinations, when

controls for student sex and grade level are included.
Treatment of this rather complex null hypothesis
statement must be provided by considering it as several
smaller statements of null hypothesis.

We must not

only test the main effect, the relationship of student
attitudes when compared between groups of high and low PCI
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schools, but also the interaction effects of this comparison with student grade level and sex.

Since interaction

effect is "a relationship", we must consider several statements of null hypothesis as follows:
There is no relationship (difference) between:
1.

student attitudes based on sex (2)

2.

student attitudes based on grade levels

3.

student attitudes based on PCI school groups

4.

student attitudes based on sex (2) and grade
levels (3), together

5.

student attitudes based on sex (2) and PCI School
groups (2), together

6.

student attitudes based on grade level (3) and
PCI school groups (2), together

7.

student attitudes based on grade levels (3)
sex (2) and the PCI school groups (2), together

(2)

(2)

Kerlinger (1973) states that "interaction" means that

two or more variables interact in their "effect" on a
dependent variable.

Expressed in another way, interaction

means that the relation of an independent variable to a
dependent variable is different for all possible combin-

ations of independent, dependent and control variables.
Therefore, all of our seven sub-level null hypothsis state-

ments could be changed from "there is no relationship" to
"there is no interaction effect."

In other words, in order

to accept the null hypothesis, the groups must be consi-

dered the same, meaning statistically indistinguishable.
The matter, of course, is complicated more when we

consider each of the four student attitude measures. Then
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all seven null hypothsis statements for all four student
attitude measures and a total student attitude measure
must be included.

This causes an increase of 7x5 or 35

separate possible interaction effects where "difference"
could occur.

The data used for the hypothesis test is

presented in Table 4.4.
The results of the MANOVA are presented in summary
form in table 4.5.

The approximate value of "F" along

with table values and corresponding degrees of freedom are
not reported as this volume of information tends to obscure
the important data in this case, the significant value of
F, or the probability of the F being significant.

The

Wilks (Kerlinger and Pedhazurz, 1973) criterion for testing the significance of the overall difference among several variables is selected as the multivariate tests of
significance.

The significant level values presented for

each student attitude measure are based on the F test
provided by the MANOVA as a univariate ANOVA.
Based on the results of the MANOVA and using the .05
level as the critical level for the test of significant
difference, the following conclusions can be made:
The attitudes of students on all measures
were the same between high and low PCI school
groups.
1.

There was a significant difference between
2.
boys and girls according to their attitude
toward teachers, language arts, mathematics,
and for all attitude measures together, but
not significantly different for attitude
toward learning processes.

.COMPARISONS OF PUPIL CONTROL IDEOLOGY WITH STUDENT ATTITUDES

P.C.I.

Scores

Grade
4

Student Attitudes
Toward Math

Student Attitudes
Toward Language Arts

Student Attitudes
Toward Learning

Student Attitudes
Toward Teachers

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

5

6

4

5

6

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

Grade

5

6

4

5

6

28.50

36.77

16.91

19.43

28.15

19.8'

22.36

22.54

18.96

18.43

17.43

25.57

22.60

20.88

20.33

17.25

18.69

16.52

20.57

4

# High P.C.I.

1. 59.22

28.65

2. 59.25

33.05

29.38

34.00

25.30

30.64

27.13

31.00

20.71

20.57

19.65

20.71

20.65

25.06

28.71

17.06

13.22

20.50
20.17

21.39

3. 59.71

18.00
16.17

21.94

16.67

17.94

19.78

26.71

21.44

14.89

16.62

22.22_

23.79

22.44
21.38

18.61

17.11

18.57

19.82

19.76

13.58

22.27

18.41

22.00

19.36

17.82

4. 59.75

34.08

28.44

22.00

5. 61.50
6. 61.85

27.28
26.08

32.09

33.06

10.75

35.26

33.36

31.11

23.39

24.86

25.67

21.86

19.64

10.89

17.43

17.00

22.33

7. 62.00
8. 62.00

40.50

30.09

37.25

17.36

22.08

20.69

23.73

20.75

10.94

17.82

19.33

22.79

33.81
21.95

13.90
32.75

17.47
28.85

19.84
21.18

20.43
20.50

20.53
21.62

18.37
19.36

18.57
18.25

17.53
20.15

25.62

9. 63.22
10. 63.80

35.53

35.45

38.38

35.92

29.36

11. 64.84

36.90

32.05

30.65

24.33

19.30

15.00

21.00

21.90

21.30

19.19

17.10

17.30

SLow P.C.I.

1. 49.00
2. 49.11

35.67

35.43

38.04

29.89

17.30

17.57

20.67

19.87

20.00

17.71

17.11

10.00

32.00

32.82

20.52

25.50

28.50

9.09

20.08

19.95

20.78

19.67

19.87

3. 49.50

38.75

34.50
28.33

34.73

29.33

25.17

23.45

20.92

21.00

19.45

17.33

19.59
17.83

22.22

23.00

18.20

19.67
19.30

19.56

20.56

18.00

18.22

18.44

17.79
18.33

4. 50.33
5. 50.80
6. 50.85
7. 51.86
8. 52.50

31.20
25.72
28.11

27.65

24.50
13.00

34.80
27.67
25.89

24.60
14.33

22.30

35.32

34.71

30.56

29.47

18.94

27.27

14.31
24.45

23.60
18.17
15.22

19.60
23.06
19.11

23.76.

23.46

17.81

15.00

20.53

23.75

10.75

21.42

24.00
20.94

18.64

19.60
22.17

21.76

19.89
20.76

20.31

23.20

19.59

21.80

21.08

18.42

19.50
19.92

10. 52.90

37.42

34.10

27.50

11. 53.33

22.75

27.13

21.40

16.25

16.63

16.60

18.00

21.50

20.40

12. 53.56

33.58

34.78

29.77

25.67

25.44

16.50

21.75

20.33

21.71

Teachers n = 195

Students n = 1074

18.69
19.97

21.97

13.23

18.40

9. 52.63

10.00

16.45

17.40
16.88

18.67

19.89

20.86

20.80
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Table 4.5

RESULTS OF MANOVA

Learning

Lang.Arts

Math

M-Variate

Teachers

Student
Sex
M & F

P=.00001

P=.00001

P=.098

P=.0007

P=.042

Grade Level

P=.00001

P=.00002

P=.00001

P=.343

P =.824

P=.099

P=.478

P-.511

P-.110

P=.217

P=.033

P=.061

P=.166

P=.035

P=.019

Effect

4,

5, 6

P.C.I. Groups
High, Low

Student
X
Sex

Grade
Level

Student P.C.I.
X Group
Sex

P=.511

P=.659

P=.629

P=.109

P=.586

P=.0058

P=.063

P=.0026

P=.572

P=.22

P=.828

P=.115

P=.616

P=.195

Grade
Level X

P.C.I.

Grade
Level X

Student P.C.I.
X Group P=.283
Sex

Group

*

*

*

* Considered significant for this study if

5;

.05 level
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There was a significant difference
3.
between fourth, fifth and sixth grade
students' attitude toward teachers, learning
process, and for all measures together, but no
difference for students' attitudes toward
language arts and mathematics.
There was a significant difference because
4.
of sex and grade levels together for student
attitude toward language arts, mathematics and
for all attitude measures together, but no
difference because of attitude toward teachers
or learning processes.

There was no significant difference
5.
because of sex and PCI group differences
together for student attitudes on any measure.
There was a significant difference
because of grade level and PCI group
differences together for student attitudes
toward teachers, learning process and all
attitude measures together, but not for
student attitudes toward mathematics or
language arts.
6.

There was no significant difference
7.
because of grade level, student sex and PCI
group differences together for any student
attitude measure.
A total of thirteen out of thirty-five interaction
combinations that were possible yielded results above the
.05 confidence level of significance.

Therefore, 37% of

the possible interacting combinations were positive while
there was no significant difference in 63% of the possible
combinations.

In addition, those combinations that did

not produce significant interaction were those that
excluded the interaction due to grade level and sex differences and were due primarily to the pupil control ideology
differences between high and low PCI school groups.

In

other words, most, if not all, the significant differences
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indicated by the results of the MANOVA were not due to the
differences in pupil control ideology.
The main study question asks if there is a relationship between teacher attitudes as measured by the Teacher
Pupil Control Ideology Form and four measures of student
attitudes in Christian elementary schools.

There is not

sufficiently clear support for accepting the main hypothesis.

The null hypothesis that there is no significant

relationship between independent and dependent variables
of teacher attitudes when compared to student attitudes,
is accepted.

Supportive Statistical Analysis

Several other statistical treatments were also
performed on the data collected for this research project
that were supportive to the main hypothsis test.

These

included some done to provide additional confidence in the
dependent measure of student attitudes, a series of intercorrelations between the different attitude measures and
some performed to add support to the main hypothesis test.
Intercorrelations of Student Attitudes
A series of intercorrelation tests between the
four dependent student attitude measures was completed.
These provided some findings that were expected and some
that were not.

The information, however, is useful in

providing confidence in the student attitude measures
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because of relationships with norms established for these
measures in other studies (Arlin-Hills, 1974).

Yet, some

of these correlations do raise questions in regard to the
validity of using the four student attitude measures as an
additive or total attitude measure.

Because some of the

Pearson product correlation coefficients show negative
relationship, some "self cancellation" would be involved
in some combinations.

Intercorrelation values for the four student attitudes, with the attitude toward teachers and learning
process combined into a measure of "environment" as well
as student attitude toward mathematics and language arts
combined as a measure of "curriculum" are provided on the
basis of high and low PCI school groups, student grade
level, and by student sex.

These results are presented

in Tables 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8.

Correlations of P.C.I. and Student Attitudes
Student attitudes were compared with the pupil control
ideology of teachers, using the Pearson Correlation.

included student attitude toward (1) teachers,
processes,

(3)

language arts,

(4) mathematics,

(2)

These

learning

(5) teachers

and learning processes combined for a measure called
"environment", and (6) language arts and mathematics
combined for a measure called curriculum.

The results of

the Pearson Correlation showed no significant relationship
for these 6 attitude measures when compared to the measure
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Table 4.6

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

FOR HIGH P.C.I. AND LOW P.C.I. SCHOOLS

Teach

Learn

Lang.
Arts

Math

Teach

(L)1.00
(H)1.00

(L).71
(H).69

(L)-.18
(H)-.22

(L)-.28
(H)-.21

Learn

(L) .71
(H) .69

(L)1.00
(H)1.00

(L)-.21
(H)-.22

(L)-.31
(H)-.23

(L)-.18
(H)-.22

(L)-.21
(H)-.22

(L)1.00
(H)1.00

(L).10*
(H) .16

(L)-.28
(H)-.21

(L)-.31
(H)-.23

(L).10*
(H).16

(L)1.00
(H)1.00

Lang.
Arts

Math

Envircn.

Curr.

Envir.

(L)1.00
(H)1.00

(L)-.36
(H)-.31

Curr.

(L)-.36
(H)-.31

(L)1.00
(H)1.00

(H) = High P.C.I. School Group
(L) = Low P.C.I. School Group

* Not significant at .001 Level
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Table 4.7

PEARSON CORRELATION CCEFFICIENTS
FOR GRADES 4 - 6

Lang.
Arts

Math

Teach

Learn
(4) .67
(5) .73
(6) .69

00-.24

Teach

(4)1.00
(5)1.00
(6)1.00

(5)-.23
(6)-.11

(4)-.28
(5)-.20
(6)-.27

(4)1.00
(5)1.0)
(6)1.00

(4)-.25

(4)-.32

Learn

(4) .67
(5) .73
(6) .69

(6)-.15

(6) -.23

(-.24
4)

Envir.

Curr.

(4)1.00
(5)1.00
(6)1.00

(0-.39

(4)-.39
(5)-.33
(6)-.28

(4)1.00
(5)1.00
(6)1.00

. 1

Lang'
Arts

(5) -.23

(6)-.11*

(5)-.23
(5)1.00
(6)-.14* (6)1.00

Math

(4)-.28
(5)-.20
(6)-.27

(4)-.32
(5)-.25
(6)-.23

(4).18
(5).07*
(6).18*

(5)

.078 *

(6).14*
(4)1.00
(5)1.00
(6)1.00

Envir.

Curr.

(5)-.33
(6)-.28

(4) = Grade 4
(5) = Grade 5
(6) = Grade 6

* Not significant at .001 level
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Table 4.8

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
FOR OVER-ALL DATA AND BY SEX

Teach

Learn

Lang.
Arts

Math

Teach

0=1.00
M=1.00
F=1.00

0= .70
M= .69
F= .71

0=-.20
M=-.23
F=-.14

M=-.25
F=-.20

Learn

0= .70
M= .69
F= .71

0=1.00
M=1.00
F=1.00

0=-.21
M=-.24
F=-.17

0=-.26
M=-.26
F=-.25

0=-.20
M=-.23

0=-.21
M=-.24
F=-.17

0=1.00
M=1.00
F=1.00

0=..13*
M= .11*
F= .14

0=-.24
M=-.25
F=-.20

0=-.26
M=-.26
F=-.25

0= .13*
M= .11*
F= .14

0=1.00
M=1.00
F=1.00

Lang.
Lang.

Math

Envir.

Curr.

Envir.

Curr.

0=1.00
M=1.00
F=1.00

0=-.33
M=-.36
F=-.28

0=-.33
M=-.36
F=-.28

0=1.00
M=1.00
F=1.00

0= Overall data
M= Males
F= Females
* Not significant to .001 level
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of Pupil Control Ideology.
Table 4.9
Teachers
r..078
p =.718

CORRELATIONS OF P.C.I. AND STUDENT ATTITUDES
Learning
.011
.958

Lang. Arts
.321
.126

Math
.215
.314

Envir. Curr.
.048

.824

Total

.007
.978

.051

.812

Several other comparisons between the independent and
dependent variable that were not specified in the original
study design, yet are consistent with the main study
question, are reported here and discussed in Chapter V.
The personal data collected from teachers completing
the P.C.I. Form was used to identify 62 teachers whose
P.C.I. score could be directly compared to the mean student
attitude score from the corresponding classrooms.

These

results can only be considered estimates because measures
taken to preserve teacher anonymity prevent a teacher to
classroom correspondence with any real certainty.

Yet,

with some confidence, these comparisons were made, are
reported here and discussed in chapter V.
The individual teacher's P.C.I. score was compared
with the mean student attitude scores in the corresponding
classroom using a Pearson Correlation Coefficient.
resulting r=.1165 was not significant.

The

The teachers' indi-

vidual P.C.I. scores were compared also with their mean
student attitude scores toward learning processes with a
Pearson value of r=.0703, also not significant.

In an

attempt to rule out the grade effect known to be present
based on the results from the MANOVA, a similar comparison
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was performed for only sixth grade teachers and their
students.

This resulted in a Pearson value of r=.0266.

Again, this was not significant.
One additional comparison, this time using the
standard deviations of the teachers' PCI mean scores by
school as a measure of the school's control ideology
"cohesiveness" was also made.

Regrouping all of the data

collected into high and low PCI based on variance was not
possible.

It was only possible to compare the standard

deviations of the 22 schools with the mean student attitude
scores toward learning processes, considered the most likely to show positive significant correlation.

The result-

ing Pearson value of r=.1798 was not significant.
Summary

A large amount of data was collected for this study
and almost limitless statistical treatments could be
performed on this data base.

Some data

could produce

useful and certainly interesting information.

However,

statistical information, presented in this chapter and
discussed in Chapter V, keeps the focus on the purpose of
this research project and the main study question.

Based

on the results of the MANOVA as the statistical test for
the null hypothsis and a reasonable amount of supportive
analysis, the null hypothesis of no relationship between
pupil control ideology and student attitudes as measured by
this study, is accepted.
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Chapter V

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Discussion

This study was a beginning effort in attitude
research within the Christian school movement.

The

findings of the study have some implication to education,
or attitude research in general, but more specifically,
they make a contribution to the research literature for
education in Christian schools as a sub-discipline.

The

contributions from this research may be more important
because of the questions raised by the study than by the
answers they provide.

This research study had two basic objectives.

The

most important of these was stated as the main study
question; to compare the attitudes of teachers with the
attitudes of students from a national sample of Christian
schools.

More specifically, to test for significant

differences between student attitudes based on two groups
of schools, determined by the pupil control ideology of
teachers in high and low PCI schools.

A second objective,

somewhat less defined, but no less important, was to gain
insight into the value differences between the Christian
schools themselves and between the Christian schools and
the values present in the public schools.

The author was
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convinced that a study focusing on the ideology of teachers
in regard to control which also measured the attitudes of
the students on several dimensions, would be the most
promising approach to use as a beginning, especially in the
setting of the Christian schools.
objectives.

The study met these

In addition, much of the information that can

be extrapolated from the data collected in this research
project is important for other than just the question
addressed in this study.
Hypothesis Test Results
The null hypothesis of no significant relationship
present between high and low PCI schools based on the
attitudes of students was tested using the Multivariate
Analysis of Variance in a 2x3x2 factoral design with
repeated measures for the different subscores of student
attitudes.

Although there was some possibility of a beta

error, the null hypothesis of no significant relationship
(at the .05 level) is accepted.

The MANOVA provided a multivariate "F" value that
.did not meet the predetermined level of confidence of .05,

in fact, was significant at just under .10 or twice the
confidence level acceptable.

Yet, these results would

occur in only one out of ten times by chance.

This is

close enough, in fact, to consider that possibly a different statistical treatment, better controls or more efficient data collection techniques would have resulted in
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differences that would be acceptable. The use of the
MANOVA, however, did provide for the controls such as grade
level or sex differences, thought to be the most important
for this study.

In fact, based on the MANOVA results, most

of the differences were due to.this interaction effect of
the control factors of grade level and sex.

When these

control factors which do provide for sufficient differences
are factored out based on both the multi-variate test
across all four student attitudes and the univariate test
for each of the four student attitude measures, there are

no significant differences due primarily to P.C.I.

There-

fore, the null hypothesis is accepted.
Because of the interaction effect, we can conclude
that no significant relationship is present between the
attitudes of students toward those four variables, when
compared based on high and low PCI school types.

We still

cannot, with any degree of confidence, state that teacher
attitude does not affect student attitude except from this
sample of Christian schools.

Possibly another sample,

another time, with better controls or improved data collection procedures would have demonstrated a relationship.
Expectations

Based on the assumptions presented in Chapter One,
the review of theoretical and applied research literature
presented in Chapter Two and the design of the study
presented in Chapter Three, the expectation of the
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researcher presented in Chapter One was that there was, in
fact, a significant relationship present between student
attitudes of high and low PCI school groups.

The fact that

this expectation was not met, that the null hypothesis was
accepted and the basic hypothesis of the study was not
supported, does provide cause for some re-evaluation.

A

brief look at the theoretical assumptions, design of the
study, and the research procedures used is, therefore, in
order.

The assumption of a measurable effect present between teacher attitudes and student attitudes also assumed
the possibility of intervening or facilitating variables at
work between the independent and dependent variables.

The

researcher also assumed that these variables would be
quite difficult, if not impossible, to identify or control
which would not be necessary if there was, in fact, a
direct relationship between teachers' and students' attitudes.

If this direct relationship did exist with some

measure of strength then we could more easily attempt to
identify the intervening factors facilitating the relationship.

Because this basic assumption was not supported by

the hypothesis test, we are now faced with this problem
somewhat in reverse.

Much of the research reviewed for this study provides evidence of some intervening variables between attitude and behavior, and in the case of this study, even the
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behaviors themselves must be consideed as intervening variables.

There is evidence (Combs, 1969) that students do,

in fact "read" the attitudes of teachers which in turn
affect student attitudes and performance.

Just what these

are can range from simple "nonverbal" body language to
include the list of climate factors presented in Figure 1.2
in Chapter One.

The model of the attitude-behavior relationship by
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) identifies other possible intervening variables prior to the behaviors themselves.

This

is Fishbein's concept of "intentions" that possibly have
more direct effect on behavior or the attitudes of others
than simple self-reported attitude measures.
Several studies cited earlier (Licata and Willower,
1975; Multhauf, Willower and Licata, 1978; and Estep, 1980)

with regard to student "brinkmanship" used both the Pupil
Control Ideology Form and the Pupil Control Behavior Form
completed by students.

These studies raise questions about

the honesty of "self reported" measures of the teachers'
control ideology.

These and other studies provide evidence

that teachers' P.C.B. as perceived by students is less
custodial than the "self reported" P.C.I. measures.

Since

the student attitudes would be reflecting the teachers'
"demonstrated" control, more research work should be done
investigating the PCI and PCB relationship.

Whatever the

variables "read" by students, they are only related to
those that are the teachers' "honest" or "real" control
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ideology factors that are actually motivating teacher behaviors that are in turn perceived by students affecting
their attitudes.

Studies of teacher expectations (Rosenthal &
Jacobson, 1968; and those that followed) raise a question

of a similar nature. There is nothing wrong with the
assumption that teacher expectations affect student attitudes and performance.

Yet, how do we determine the

"real" teacher expectations influencing the teacher's role

at any given time and for different students?

As Good and

Brophy (1978) stated, "Any negative results are more likely
due to failure to induce the desired expectations (or
identify the real expectations) than due to the failure of
teacher expectations to affect the students' behavior."
Teacher expectations as one form of teacher attitude do
affect student performance and attitudes.

The Combs (1969) study concludes that the important
component of the "self as an instrument" concept includes
the client's "reading" of the helper's "intent to be helpful" more accurately than overt behaviors such as instructional strategies.

We combine this idea with that of

Fishbein's concept of "intentions" as the intervening variable between attitude and behavior, giving us reason to
believe additional refinement in assessment of "real"
teacher attitudes is in order.

Apparently, the teachers

are perceived by their students differently than the
teachers think they are perceived, in both directions on
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the humanistic to custodial continuum.

The assumption that pupil control ideology is an
effective indication of the educational climate factors
that are, in fact, producing differences in student attitudes, may also be questioned.

On the basis of a concept

that might be referred to as "organizational cohesiveness",
it is possible that a simple mean P.C.I. score for each
school unit is not the best criterion to select high and
low PCI school categories.

Possibly using the variance or

standard deviation as a means of categorizing school units

as high or low PCI schools would be a better indicator of
educational climate factors.

This might be used as a

measure of "control ideological cohesiveness" or control
.ideology "agreement" or "disagreement."

The use of "means

scores" allows for means that look the same yet because of
large differences in variance, might be sufficiently
different.

The small attempt at using standard deviation

scores for this purpose as reported in Chapter Four, cer-

tainly does not rule out this approach as this comparison

was limited and not a part of original study design.
Conclusions

Some conclusions are made based on the results of
this research project; positive or negative.

The most

important is the acceptance of the stated null hypothesis.
Yet, also important are conclusions that have implication
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for future study using the Pupil Control Ideology Form or
the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys.

Null Hypothesis Accepted
Based on analysis of the data collected for this
study, using the MANOVA, there was no significant relationship between teacher attitude and student attitude.

Yet,

the process of conducting this research project raises
other questions about the relationship of teacher attitudes
and student attitudes as well as the possible intervening
variables that may be operationally present between them.
The null hypothesis as stated for this study was accepted
with the significant differences in student attitudes found
by this research between students, classrooms, and schools
still unexplained.

If pupil control ideology is not

responsible for these differences, what can explain them?
This and other related questions remain to be addressed
by future research studies.
The results of the MANOVA determined there were significant differences for student attitudes on four of the
measures of student attitude based on sex and for four of
the measures based on grade level.

Significant interaction

effects for grade level and sex differences also provided
a significant effect for sex, grade level and PCI groups
where no relationship based on PCI was apparent. The
Pearson correlation coefficients for P.C.I. mean scores
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with student attitude mean scores resulted in no significant relationships.

Therefore, based on the MANOVA test

which provided no significant differences on both multivariate and univariate tests and the Pearson test for
correlation, there is no significant relationship between
the teacher's control ideology and student attitudes.
There was significant relationship between the teacher's
pupil control ideology and student attitudes only when
combined with interaction effects of student sex and grade
level.

Pupil Control Ideology
The results of this research project do provide evidence that the P.C.I. Form offers an effective measure of
discrimination between control ideology or "value systems"
of teachers and the collective ideological system, at least
in regard to control orientation of schools.

The range of

PCI mean scores for the 95 schools in the first phase of
the study'is from 46.3 to 66.6 with scores possible of 20
to 100.
to 77.

The scores of teachers individually range from 33

These scores demonstrate extremes greater than any

study reviewed.

The variance, based on calculated standard

deviations of from 1.41 to 13.33 are also significant over
the 95 sample schools.
Student Attitudes

The Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Surveys proved to
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be an adequate tool for purposes of this study.

The in-

struments demonstrated good discrimination ability.

Mean

scores by grade level ranged from 14.8 to 33.81 for students' attitudes toward teachers, with individual scores
of from 0 to 45 possible.

A slightly lower range of scores

resulted from the attitudes toward mathematics and toward
language arts.

There also may be a problem in using the

four Arlin-Hills instruments to provide a total measure of
student attitude.

The correlation treatments of student

attitude data (n=1074), yielded several negative correlations which indicate that additive scores of these measures
are, in some cases, self cancelling.

On the other hand,

the high positive correlations between student attitudes
toward teachers and student attitudes toward learning processes would provide evidence for using these two measures
together as a possible measure of student perceptions of
school climate.

The measures of student attitude toward subject area
might also be combined, but with less confidence, due to
the grade level and sex interaction present for some subject areas.

This could be expected based on other studies

of attitude toward subject areas (Alexander and Filler,
1976) and research on math anxiety (Tobias, 1978).
However, the results of the correlation of student attitudes toward mathematics and toward language arts is not
significant for boys but is for girls; not consistent with
the Tobias (1978) studies.
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Recommendations for Further Study
It is possible in any extensive research project of
this type that more questions will emerge, still to be
addressed, than conclusions which can be drawn.

Since this

is the first research study to be conducted across several
Christian school associations and certainly the first
nationally to focus primarily on the affective learning
domain variables, in this case, an attitude study, a number of unanswered questions were expected.
Both the possible relationships between teacher or
student attitudes and other educational climate factors and
the relationships present between these variables within
the Christian school movement must continue to receive
research attention.

Attitude studies deserve further study

because of the promise of additional understanding to be
gained in regard to short term and long term achievement in
all learning domains.

Christian schools are worthy of

continued effort because of the rapid growth in the movement, the political unrest involving this movement in the
public school sector and because of the "value differences"
which the Christian schools claim as the basis for their
phenomenal growth.

The first suggestion is concerned with the concept
of climate factors that were assumed as intervening
variables between teacher and student attitudes.

Pupil
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Control Ideology can possibly be identified as a predictor
of climate factors.

A study might focus on the comparison

of P.C.I. with a rather large measure of climate factors,
then apply factor analysis techniques to determine which
climate factors cluster with either high or low PCI
schools.

This would help to identify which climate factors

are homogeneous with various levels of P.C.I. scores.
A second topic for possible research might be a
study similar to that just described but in this case,
using a measure of student attitude to see which climate
factors are present or not present. with various levels of
student attitude.

The climate factors would possibly

serve as predictors of student attitudes or vice-versa.
A third suggested topic would be an indepth study
of value differences within the Christian schools.

Do

stated value or philosophical differences by Christian
schools, associations of Christian schools or curricular
school types such as A.C.E. or A Beka models serve as a
predictor of behavioral attitude differences present in
those schools?

The P.C.I. Form, P.C.B. Form or Arlin-Hills

Student Survey might serve as one measure with some form
of observation on climate measures as the other.
The fourth suggestion for additional study concerns
confidence in the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude Survey
instrument.

More work similar to that done with the

P.C.I. Form needs to be done to establish norms for the
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Arlin-Hills instruments and the relationship of this measure to other accepted student measures such as achievement
or self esteem.

The fifth suggestion comes from the observed differences in the student attitudes of students across classrooms and schools in this study.

What can explain these

differences in student attitude?

Could a factor analysis

of student attitude measures provide "clusters" that might
be an indication of the climate factor causes - differences
in student attitudes?

Could some form of observational

analysis be used to identify differences in teaching or

climate in classrooms where student attitudes are high that
are not present in classrooms with low student attitudes?
Summary

This research project, begun in 1979 and completed

in 1983, compared teacher attitude using the Pupil Control
Ideology Form with student attitudes using the Arlin-Hills
Student Attitude Survey.

P.C.I. Forms were collected from

834 teachers from 95 elementary Christian schools in several states.

A total of 1074 student attitude surveys were

collected from Christian school students in grades four
through six from groups of Christian schools determined to

be high PCI schools and low PCI schools, based on P.C.I.
mean scores.

The null hypothsis of no relationship between the
attitudes of students for high PCI schools and low PCI
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schools was accepted.

The test of null hypothsis was the

Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) using a 2x3x2
factoral design.

The results of the MANOVA provided

evidence to accept the null hypothsis based on the results
of the multivariate and univariate "F" scores, not significant at the .05 level.

Interaction effects of grade

level and sex differences were significant beyond the .05
level, as were grade, sex and P.C.I. interaction for some
measures of student attitude.

Most of the variance in

this case, however, is attributed to grade level and sex
interaction effect and not to high and low PCI school
groups.

Several important factors did emerge from the study.
It was determined, as in other studies using the P.C.I.
Form, that pupil control ideology of teachers has wide
variance across individual teachers, classrooms and
schools.

The Arlin-Hills instruments also provided wide

variance of scores on a similar basis and these instruments
should receive more research attention.
The student attitude scores of students tend to
diminish from fourth through sixth grades.

The attitude of

students toward teachers and learning processes can be
combined as a possible measure of climate due to high
correlation between those two measures.

However, student

attitude toward teachers and toward learning processes
should not be combined with student attitude toward mathematics and language arts because of reverse correlations.
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As the first major research of this type conducted
within the Christian schools and across Christian school
associations, the study provides a foundational beginning
for additional research.

The differences between teachers' PCI and student
attitudes across classrooms and schools cannot be explained

based on a direct relationship between these two variables.
Therefore, they await an explanation.

Certainly, the

Christian schools, because of strong philosophical differences which set them apart from the public schools, and
also because of the rapid growth of the Christian school
movement, provide a rich base for further research opportunities.
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Appendix A
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION
OF FORM PCI

The following statement is to be read to elementary teachers
Please do
prior to being asked to respond to the Form PCI.
not include information from other sources, as only this
statement read in each school setting will insure an "honest"
response to Form PCI.
The PCI Form includes a number of statements about
teaching. Our purpose is to gather information
regarding the actual attitudes of Christian
school educators concerning these statements.
You will recognize that the statements are of such
a nature that there are no correct or incorrect
We are interested only in your frank
answers.
opinion of them.
Your responses will remain confidential and no
individual or school will be named in the reports
Your participation is to be
of this study.
voluntary but is important. On the reverse side
of Form PCI some additional general information is
also requested. Thank you for your cooperation in
this national Christian school study.

Division of Teacher Education
Roberts Wesleyan College
Rochester, New York 14624
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FORM

PCI

Instructions: Following are twenty statements about schools, teachers, and pupils.
Please indicate your personal opinion about each statement by circling the
appropriate response at the right of the statement.
ZsCil

-

C)
4.1 C71

L

(15S

Q

(J

a

-4

O

71C:1

0

rts

U)

1.

It is desirable to require pupils to sit in assigned
seats during assemblies.

SA

A

U

U

SD

2.

Pupils are usually not capable of solving their
problems through logical reasoning.

SA

A U

D

SD

3.

Directing sarcastic remarks toward a defiant pupil
is a good disciplinary technique.

SA

A

U

D

SD

4.

Beginning reArthers are not likely to maintain strict
enough control over their pupils.

SA

A

U

D

SD

5.

Teachers should consider revision of their teaching
methods if these are criticized by their pupils.

SA

A

U

D

SD

6.

The best principals give unquestioning support to
teachers in disciplining pupils.

SA

A U

D

SD

7.

Pupils should not be permitted to contradict the
statements of a teacher in class.

SA

A

U

D

SD

S.

It is justifiable to have pupils learn many facets
about a subject even if they have no immediate
application.

SA

A U

D

SD

9.

Too much pupil time is spent on guidance and
activities and too little on academic preparation.

SA

A

U

D

SD

10.

Being friendly with pupils often leads than to
become too familiar.

SA

A

U

D

SD

11.

It is more important for pupils to learn to obey
rules than that they make their own decisions.

SA

A U

D

SD

12.

Student governments are a good "safety valve" but
should not have mach influence on school policy.

SA

A

U

D

SD

13.

Pupils can be trusted to work together without
supervision.

SA

A U

D

SD

14.

If a pupil uses obscene or profane language in
school, it must be considered a moral offense.

SA

A

U

D

SD

15.

If pupils are allowed to use the lavatory without
getting permission, this privilege will be abused.

SA

A

U

D

SD

16.

A few pupils are just young hoodlums and should be
treated accordingly.

SA

A U

D

SD

17.

It is often necessary to remind pupils that their
status in school differs from that of teachers.

SA

A

U

D

SD

18.

A pupil who destroys school material or property
should be severely punished.

SA

A U

D

SD

19.

Pupils cannot perceive the difference between
democracy and anarchy in the classroom.

SA

A U

D

SD

20.

Pupils often misbehave in order to make the teacher
look bad.

SA

A

D

SD

U
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Instructions: Please complete this form by checking the appropriate boxes
and filling in blanks where indicated.
1.

Sex

Male
2.

3.

Marital Status
Single

Female

Married

Uidow(er)

Separated/Divorced

Age
20-29 years
50-59 years

30-39 years

40-49 years

60 - -69 years

4.

Present Teaching Assignment or
Grade Level(s) Taught

5.

Experience as an educator (as of the end of this academic year)
years

6.

Amount of Education
Less than Bachelor's degree
Bachelor's degree
Bachelor's degree plus (9ditional credits
Master's degree
Master's degree plus additional credits

7.

Certification
Certified or eligible for certification in this state
tot eligible for certification in this state

8.

Based on your knowledge and on school records, classify the parents of
your students according to social-economic classification as a
percentage of the total class.
% Lower-Lower
% Lower-Middle
% Lower-Upper
% Upper-Lower
% Upper-Middle
% Upper-Upper

9.

Another classification system for socio-economic data is by occupation.
On the basis of your knowledge and school records, please classify the
"head of the household" for parents of the students in your class into
occupational categories as a percentage of the total class.
% Professional persons
% Proprietors, managers, farmers, and officials
% Clerks and kindred workers
% Skilled workers and foremen
% Semi-skilled workers
% Unskilled workers (farm laborers/laborers)

10.

Based on your knowledge or on school records, what percentage of the
parents of your students receive some form of public assistance such
as welfare, food stamps, ADC or free or reduced lunches?
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Appendix B
STUDENT ATTITUDE SURVEY
ADMINISTRATION
The student attitude survey is a reprint of the Arlin-Hills Attitude Survey. It
consists of four instruments combined into one booklet.
The survey measures student
attitude toward four factors of school climate:
attitude toward teachers, attitude
toward learning processes, toward math and language arts.
The cartoon format is as
valid as the non-cartoon format, however, students prefer to take this type.
The Student Attitude Survey is to be given to one class each of fourth, fifth, and
sixth grades. The survey can be administered using these printed instructions when
administered by other than the classroom teacher.
When the survey is to be administered by the teacher, the section regarding the use of the audio cassette tape should
be followed.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS
(Section to be read)
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Select one class each of fourth, fifth, and sixth grades.
Take a large envelope marked for this class and enough Student Attitude Survey
Forms.
(There should be enough for three classes.)
Select a student assistant to collect the completed forms. The forms should be
placed in the large envelope and should be sealed by the student assistant before
returning them to the office. The student assistant's name should be written on
the blackboard.
Students are not required to take the Student Attitude Survey--it is to be
voluntary.
Give a survey form to each student wisiiing to participate and ask them to wait for
the instructions before responding to the questionnaire.
Read these instructions:
Today you are going to have a cnance to tell us how you feel about school.
You are going to take a questionnaire. This is not a test and there are
no right or wrong answers. It is short and will not take much time. We
want you to be able to tell us as honestly as possible how you feel about
school.
Neither I nor anyone else in school will be able to know how you
answer.
DO noT WRITE YOUR NAME Oil THE SURVEY.
However, it is important that you
fill in the boy-girl and grade section under the title on page 1. So you
will not forget this, will you mark the red section now? (Wait until all
have completed this.) When you are finished,
assistant's name
will collect
the questionnaires in the large envelopes and take them to the Principal's
Office.

Are there any questions? Please answer all the questions, but mark only one
response for each question. You may begin.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS

motor audiotape use)
1-5.Instructions--same as above.
6.
To be read to students:
The instructions for completing the Student Attitude Survey are provided
for us on this tape.
Please listen carefully.
(Play the tape.)
A FINAL NOTE:

The results of this educational research project will be available to each participating school next fall. Thank you all for your help in gathering data to help us better
understand the educational process in our Christian schools.
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STUDENT ATTITUDE SURVEY
BOY

GIRL D GRADE

Blacken in the
We would like to know how you feel about your teachers.
circle with a pencil to show how you feel. Fill in only one circle for
YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT SEE THIS -- Your answers will go
each question.
Have fun!
straight into the computer.

My teachers try new and interesting ways of
teaching

1.

2.

Some of my teachers act like they are
bored with teaching

SOMETIMES

NO

0

0

NO

0
NO

3.

My teachers are fair

0

NO
4.

My teachers praise students a lot

5.

My teachers boss students around

6.

My teachers talk down to students

0

USUALLY

YES

0

0

YES

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

YES

0

0

0

SOMETIMES

0

USUALLY

0

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

0

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

0

YES

0
YES

0

YES

0
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SOMETIMES

NO
7.

feel safe around my teachers

I

0

NO

My teacherc care about my feelings

8.

teacer- -lake some students look
-tunio

0

I

like and admire my teachers

11. My teachers enjoy laughing and joking
with us

SOMETIMES

0

0

USUALLY

YES

0

0

0

0

0

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

USUALLY

0

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

0

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0
NO

SOMETIMES

13. My teachers trust me

15. My teachers do a good job of helping
students learn

0

SOMETIMES

12. My teachers are friendly to students

14. My teachers point out my mistakes more
than my good work

YES

NO

NO
10.

0

USUALLY

NO

0
NO

0

SOMETIMES

0
SOMETIMES

0

YES

0

YES

0
YES

YES

0
USUALLY

YES

()

()

USUALLY

0
USUALLY

0

YES

0
YES

0
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We would like to know how you feel about how you learn in school.
Blacken in the circle with a pencil to show how you feel. Fill in
only one circle for each question. YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT SEE THIS -Your answers will go straight into the computer. Have fun!

.

We get erouch time to help each other in
class

2.

I
have to spena too much time sitting
at my desk

NO

0
NO

0

SOMETIMES

0
SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0
USUALLY

0

0

YES

0
YES

0

I
3.

4.

We spend too much of our class
periods with everybody working on
the same thing at the same time

We get enough chances to choose
our own activities in class

5.

We have to get permission from
teachers to do anything around here

6.

We have enough chances to go
outside the classroom and outside
the school to learn things

0

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

0

YES

0

YES

0

0

0

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

YES

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

YES

0

0

0

0
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We have enough chances to help the
teacher plan what we are going

7.

SOMETIMES

NO

to do

0

Teachers do too much of the
talking in class

NO

8.

1VA4C

TA

LK

r4CAC

00( .011(

9.

10.

SOMETIMES

0

USUALLY

0

0
0

USUALLY

0

YES

0
YES

0

1.'444

,p_

"r

We have enough chances to move
around in the classroom

have enough chances to study
together with my friends in this

NO

0

SOMETIMES

0

USUALLY

0

YES

0

I

school

11. Too much of what I learn comes from
the textbook

12. We have too much homework in this school

13.

I get enough chances to work with
others in small groups

14.

I have enough chances to work on
special things that interest me

NO

0

NO

0

SOMETIMES

0

SOMETIMES

0

NO

SOMETIMES

0

0

NO

USUALLY

YES

0

0

USUALLY

YES

0

0

USUALLY

YES

0

0

SOMMES

W

USUALLY

YES

SOMETIMES
Ed

USUALLY

YES

0

0

r"."
15.

have enough chances to work
at my own speed
I

NO

0

SOMETIMES

0

USUALLY

0

YES

0
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We would like to know how you feel about language arts.
Blacken in the
circle with a pencil to show how you feel. Fill in only one circle for
each question.
YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT SEE THIS -- Your answers will go
straight into the computer. Have fun!

NO
1.

Working with words is fun

0

NO
2.

like to read even when the
teacher doesn't make me

4.

5.

0

0

Reading is boring

Reading is easy

It is fun to practice writing
outside of school

0

0

0

0

0

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

YES

0

0

0

SOMETIMES

0

0

0

YES

USUALLY

NO

NO

USUALLY

SOMETIMES

I

NO
3.

SOMETIMES

SOMETIMES

0

YES

0

USUALLY

0
USUALLY

0

YES

0
YES

0

CO of
A

6.

I
like to get out of reading
whenever I can

SOMETIMES

USSLLY

YES
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7.

Writing is a waste of time

Reading is fur

NO

SOMETIMES

0

0

NO

SOMETIMES

0

NO
9.

Reading is my favorite subject

10. There arc too many, chances to make
mistakes in spelling

0
NO

0

NO

11. Reading is hard

0

12. Reading helps you outside of school

EXIT

SOMETIMES

0
SOMETIMES

0

SOMETIMES

0

NO

SOMETIMES

0

0

0
USUALLY

0

USUALLY

0
USUALLY

0

USUALLY

YES

0
YES

0

YE

0
YES

0

YES

0

0

USUALLY

YES

0

0

Afra

NO
13.

0

USUALLY

I

like spelling

0
NO

14. You learn good things by reading

0

NO

1E. Reading is a waste of time

0

SOMETIMES

0
SOMETIMES

0

SOMETIMES

0

USUALLY

0
USUALLY

0

YES

0
YES

0

USUALLY

YES

0

0
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We would like to know how you feel about arithmetic.
Blacken in the circle
with a pencil to show how you feel.
Fill in only one circle for each
question.
YOUR TEACHER WILL NOT SEE THIS -- Your answers will go straight
into the computer. Have fun!

NO

Arithmetic is too hard

1.

Working with numbers is fun

2.

0

like arithmetic

I

SOMETIMES

0

0

0
NO

4. Arithmetic is boring

5.

like to do arithmetic even when
the teacher doesn't make me

6.

I like to get out of arithmetic
whenever I can

0

NO

NO
3.

SOMETIMES

SOMETIMES

0
SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

USUALLY

YES

0

USUALLY

0
USUALLY

0

0

0

NO

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

I

0
NO

0

SOMETIMES

0

YES

0
USUALLY

0

0

YES

0
YES

0

YES

0
YES

0
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SOMETIMES

NO

7. It's fun to work out answers to
arithmetic problems

0111

SOMETIMES

0

8. Hard problems make you freeze up

f3r÷ i 3trE3

0

0

0
NO

USUALLY

0

YES

0

USUALLY

0

YES

0

635

NO

9. Arithmetic is a waste of time

0

10.Arithmetic is good because it makes
you think

NO

SOMETIMES

SOMETIMES

0

SOMETIMES

NO

11. Arithmetic is an easy subject

0

0

NO

13. Arithmetic is my favorite subject

0

14. It is fun to do arithmetic outside
the classroom.
e___

NO

0

15. It's too easy to make mistakes
in arithmetic

0

0

USUALLY

USUALLY

USUALLY

YES

0

0

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

YES

0

0

SOMETIMES

0

NO

0

0
YES

0

0

0

YES

USUALLY

0

SOMETIMES

NO

12. Arithmetic takes too long

0

0

0

USUALLY

SOMETIMES

USUALLY

0

0

YES

0
YES

0

YES

0
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Appendix C
Roberts 'Nes+evan Cc+ lege
230: :11,:sts,d3 Onve
Ywk 7.1624
Roc stet.

April 13, 1979

Redacted for PrivacyDear
Your Christian school has been selected at random from a
national sample of Christian elementary schools. We are
undertaking a very large research project for a Christian
=liege and need your participation.
Would you please ask the members of your elementary school
faculty to complete these survey forms (Form PC2) at your
next staff meeting.
This will take only a few minutes of
your meeting time. All faculty serving the elementary
grades such as P.E., music or art teachers should be
included.
The completed PCI Form can be returned in this
same mailing envelope by using the postage-paid return
label enclosed.
Any research project of this size is expensive and of course
we get no government help as would a public research project
of this type. Limited funds make it necessary to send this
request to participate in Phase I of this study, together
with the survey forms. Your prompt return of the completed
forms will also assist in keeping costs minimal.
Thank you for your consideration and cooperation.
May the
Lord bless you as you serve Him in the ministry cf Christian
education.
Yours sincerely,

Larry Clark, Director
Teacher Education Division
ROBERTS WESLEYAN COLLEGE
Enc .
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Redacted for Privacy

April 23, 1979

A few days ago, you received survey materials that are a part
of a national study of Christian schools.
Time is an important factor as the P.C.I. forms must be returned
This will involve a
before Phase II of the research can begin.
much smaller sample of schools and a student attitude survey.
I really appreciate your assistance in this important Christian
We, of course, will make the results
school research project.
of the data available to you on request.
Thank you again for your cooperation.

Redacted for Privacy
Larry Clark,IDirector
Teacher Education
ROBERTS WESLEYAN COLLEGE
P.S.

If you need additional PCI forms, please let me know.
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May 15, 1979

Dear Mr. Craig:

Thank you and your elementary teachers for completing the PCI
Forms. We have received completed forms from 75 Christian
schools and nearly 1,000 Christian teachers thus far in this
national research project. Based on these returns, the schools
for Phase II of this study were selected. Your school is one
Therefore,
of just under 50 schools identified statistically.
we again must ask you and three of your teachers to help us one
more time.
Allow me to briefly explain the nature of the research project.
We want to determine if a relationship is present between
teacher attitudes and student perceptions of the educational
climate. We have selected the Arlin-Hills Student Attitude
This instrument,
Survey as our instrument to gather this data.
created by the North Carolina Advance School, was developed
and normed using 14,000 North Carolina public school students.
The cartoon format is as valid as the non-cartoon version,
however, students prefer the cartoon format.
The study will allow comparisons of teacher attitudes and
student attitudes for public schools and Christian schools as
I
well as numerous comparisons of school types and locations.
promise to make a summary report of the study available to you
next fall to show our appreciation for your help and cooperation.
I apologize for not being able to contact you to ask for your
further help with the study in advance of sending the forms.
However, time, cost and statistical nature of the research
design did not allow for this.
I have enclosed Student Attitude Survey Forms for one class of
4th, 5th and 6th grades, together with envelopes and instructiocs
for administering the survey. It is preferable that tne survey
be administered by a staff member other than the classroom
teacher where this is possible. Where it is not, I have provided
instructions on audio cassette. The forms were shipped by United
Parcel Service in an effort to save time. We have arranged
with UPS to pick up and return the forms in the same carton
about a week after you receive them. The return label is also
enclosed.

Should you have any questions, please contact re. May the
Lord bless you for helping us gain more understanding of the
educational process in our Christian schools.
vn.,s-aincarelv.

Redacted for Privacy
Larry Clark

Directctof Teacher Education
LC: cw

Enc.

